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Introducing

UR's Sixth President
Dr. Samuel Alston Banks, president
of Dickinson College in Carlisle, Pa.,
is the unanimous choice of the UR
Board of Trustees and its Presidential
Selection Committee as the sixth
president of the University of Richmond.
UR Rector F. Carlyle Tiller announced the election after a special
meeting of the board July 28. Dr.
Banks will begin his duties full time
on December 1.
Following the trustee meeting,
Dr. Banks and his wife, Dr. Joanne
Trautmann Banks, met the University
community at a special faculty-staff
meeting. Immediately afterward they
were also introduced at a news conference attended by media representatives from television, radio, newspapers and magazines in the Richmond area. At each meeting, Rector
Tiller introduced Dr. and Mrs. Banks,
who spoke briefly and then answered
questions.
Dr. Banks has been president
since 1975 of Dickinson, the nation's
10th oldest college, which was founded in 1773 and is one of the nation's
14 colonial colleges. Dickinson has
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tock's book, One Hundred Top Col-

leges.
Under Dr. Banks' presidency at
Dickinson the value of the college's
endowment portfolio has tripled, as
have the levels of annual giving and
support for faculty development. Dr.
Banks secured for Dickinson the largest ($1 million) challenge grant ever
awarded a four-year liberal arts college in America by the National Endowment for the Humanities. The
grant was given for the support of a
nationally-recognized program for international education.
Before becoming president of
Dickinson, Dr. Banks was chief of the
Division of Social Sciences and Hu-

manities in the Department of Community Health and Family Medicine
at the University of Florida College of
Medicine, and the founder of the
movement introducing the humanities into medical education.
A native of Florida, Dr. Banks received a bachelor of arts degree in
English literature from Duke University, a master of divinity degree in
theology from Emory University and
a Ph.D. in psychology from the University of Chicago.
Dr. Joanne Trautmann Banks is a
professor of humanities and English
at the Pennsylvania State University
College of Medicine and Liberal Aris.
She was co-editor with Nigel Nicholson of the six-volume edition of The
Letters of Virginia Woolf, and she has
written numerous books and articles
on literature and medicine.
Mrs. Banks received her bachelor
of arts degree from the University of
Wisconsin-River Falls and the master
of arts and Ph.D. degrees from Purdue University. RF, DW
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STARTING TO FEEL AT

By Randy Fitzgerald
R'63 and G'64
They moved so easily among the
crowd of well wishers one would
have thought they were enjoying
a homecoming. Putting names together with faces, shaking hands
warmly, Sam and Jo Banks
looked as if they just had been
away from old friends for a time.
Actually, the occasion was
only their second official visit as
the future president and first lady
of the University of Richmond.
"We do feel at home," Dr.
Samuel Alston Banks said during
a free moment at the faculty col-

loquy, one of the official opening
events of the new school year.
"We are already a part of the
web."
Dr. Banks will not become
UR's sixth president officially until December 1. He needed the
time between his election July 28
and then to help Dickinson College make a smooth transition.
He has led America's tenth-oldest
college since 1975.
The visit to the UR campus
was a homecoming of sorts for
him. Some years ago he made the
twisting trip down Boatwright
Drive as a member of Duke Uni-

versity's tennis team, where he
played on the Blue Devil team
with the college roommate of UR
professor of English, Dr. John C.
Boggs Jr.
"I remembered that drive
and the lake, but everything else
has changed so dramatically," Dr.
Banks said. When asked about
the outcome of the match, he
said diplomatically, "We were
very fortunate."
Dr. Banks went to Duke
without a scholarship because
that was where he wanted to go
to college, even though the University of North Carolina at Cha-

pel Hill offered him a tennis
scholarship and the University of
Georgia offered him a scholarship
to play football. Dr. Banks still
plays tennis and is a scuba diver
and underwater photographer.
He also can be found pacing the
sidelines enthusiastically during
Dickinson football games.
He earned an undergraduate
degree in English at Duke and
went on to Emory University for
a master's in theology and to the
University of Chicago for a Ph.D.
in psychology. The degrees he
sought and the positions he accepted later all reflect what he
calls his desire to help people
"make the broadest and deepest
sense of their lives."
To that end, he has been a
practicing psychotherapist- at
one point he was the only counselor serving a 130-mile strip of
Florida. He has counseled both
medical doctors and seriously ill
or handicapped patients. He was
one of the country's pioneers in
incorporating humanities into the
medical school curriculum.
He is an ordained minister in
the United Methodist Church and
was a pastor for 10 years.
He even has used one of his
hobbies, magic, to help patients
talk about their fears about pain
and illness and death. Tearing up
a card and putting it back together might be a way of getting a
child to talk about an amputated
leg and the grief that it won't be
made whole like the card, he
said.
Dr. Banks in fact is so proficient in the art that he holds
memberships in the International
Brotherhood of Magicians and the
Society of American Magicians.
He was apprenticed at the age of
eight to one of the country's leading magicians.
Dr. Banks has unusual experience in the classroom. He has
served on the faculties of undergraduate, graduate, theological,
medical and law schools. As
much as he enjoyed teaching and
counseling, however, he found
himself moving toward college
administration. He said he found
that no matter how much he
helped people as counselor and
teacher, the institutions shaped

them far more than he could. He
became a college administrator,
he said, to help "develop institutions to serve people's deepest
needs."
His wife, Dr. Joanne Trautmann Banks, shares those concerns. She too is a pioneer in
making the humanities a part of
medical education. A literary
scholar of international reputation, she is professor of humanities and English at the Pennsylvania State University College of
Medicine. The Society for Health
and Human Values recently gave
her its annual award as the person who has done the most toward "the furtherance of human
values in medical education." Her
husband also is a former recipient
of that award.
Even more recently Mrs.
Banks was named fellow of the
Institute for the Arts and Humanistic Studies at Penn State, one of

helping the president in his role
as spokesman for and representative of the university.
The Bankses have taught
courses together, and some of
their work with the handicapped
helped them with their own son,
Piers, a nine-year-old who is multiply handicapped. They both
have enormous energy and agree
that "life is a series of fascinating
puzzles." Imagination, play,
laughter all help them get
through crisis situations, they
agree.
The Bankses even share a
love of magic. Each year their
present to the senior class at
Dickinson is a full-scale Doug
Hemmings/David Copperfield
type of stage magic show, complete with grand illusions. She is
not his assistant but a co-magician, Dr. Banks says of his wife.
Why did Dr. Banks come to
Richmond? The president-elect

only four faculty members at that
university so honored this year
for their national or international
reputations in their fields.
Despite the enormous energy
she puts into her teaching and
scholarship- she is author or editor of nine books- she sees her
primary role as that of wife of the
president. Last year she served as
hostess for over 100 events at the
president's home.
"Being the wife of the president is a position of seriousness,"
she said, "not only in the traditional social ways" but also in

says: "Only once in 30 or 40 years
is there an American university
that is ready to do incredible
things. The University of Richmond is that university. It has
and is gaining the resources. It is
developing strong momentum in
admissions, program and reputation. l believe that it has the perspective to dream a great dream
and the will to fulfill it."
Dr. Randy Fitzgerald, R '63 and
C '64 , is director of the news bureau
at the University and contributing
editor of UR Magazine.

APPLYING

THEMSELVES
Freshmen Set Banner Year
for Admissions
By Randy Fitzgerald
R'63 and G'64
Record numbers of high school
students, especially those living
along the Eastern seaboard from
Virginia to Connecticut, consider
the University of Richmond the
place to go to college.
For the 711 spots in this
year's entering freshman class,
the Admissions Office received
5,126 applications, the highest
number ever. In the 20-member
Southern Consortium, which ineludes some of the best colleges
and universities in that area, UR
ranks behind only Vanderbilt, Miami and Wake Forest in numbers
of applications.
"We are simply deluged with
applications," says Thomas N.
Pollard Jr., R'53, dean of admissions for Richmond and Westhampton colleges.
Why is UR such "a hot colIege," as it was described in a

page-one article last year in the
Washington Times? Christopher J.
Gruber, R'SS, an assistant director
of admissions, who meets with
prospective students and parents
constantly, thinks it's the appeal
of a "relatively small university
with the offerings of a much larger university, thanks to its endowment'' (about $205 million).
UR also is "a teaching university," Gruber says, that "caters to students in many, many
ways."
Gruber had been "selling"
UR long before he became a fulltime member of the admissions
staff. The first person he had to
sell was his father, Bernard F.
Gruber.
"When I was in high school
[in the Philadelphia area], everyone was going to Richmond," he
said. Gruber also was considering
Boston College and The Pennsylvania State University. Chris's father, a Penn State alumnus, was

urging his son to go there. After
a visit to UR, however, the elder
Gruber fell in love with the campus. "Now he's the first one to
sign up for Parents Weekend,"
Chris Gruber says.
Gruber also worked as a student tour guide- he now is the
staff person in charge of that select group of students.
Gruber and the other staff
members in admissions have
been aggressively marketing the
University, using strategies ranging from "ice water receptions,"
at which information and ice water are served to prospective students in their hometown areas, to
a pioneering videotape program.
Two years ago, UR began
sending out a videotape of a film
about the University narrated by
Earl Hamner, R'44 and the ereator of "The Waltons" and "Fa!con Crest." Hamner in the film
tells the audience that UR is "a
place for dreams in our fast-mov-

Assistant Director of Admiss1?ns Chris Gruber, left, leads an admissions conference for prospectwe UR students and their parents.

ing, fast-talking, fast food society." Helping to give shape to
those dreams are UR faculty
members, who are "teachers in
the truest sense of the word,"
Hamner says.
Dean Pollard believes UR
was the first college in the country to send a tape directly to students' homes rather than to guidance counselors.
Separate tapes are also now
available on natural science and
mathematics and computer science, music, dramatic arts, military science and classics.
The tapes are working well
as a marketing tool. In 1985,
2,400 prospective students from a
search list requested the tape. Of
those, 18 percent applied; and of
the students accepted, 48 percent
enrolled. Of the 6,434 from student search who did not see the
video, only 10 percent applied.
Only 27 percent of those accepted
enrolled.
Commenting on those figures in an article on his program
in Currents, the magazine published by the Council for Advancement and Support of Education, Dean Pollard said: "Find me
a stock broker who can give you
those kinds of figures."
The film also is shown on
campus, where an admissions
counselor talks about the admissions process and about the University, after which a student
tour guide takes parents and students around the campus.
Pamela W. Spence, associate

director of admissions, tells her
audiences what she perceives to
be UR's strengths, such as the coordinate college system that allows men and women "double
leadership opportunities.'' That
system, where men and women
have their own separate colleges
complete with separate student
governments, can be found only
in two other American universities, Tulane and Hobart & William Smith, she tells her group.
Ms. Spence promises her
group that they will know by the
end of the hour session what
their chances are for admission.
With admissions applications
on the rise and the University's
national reputation also increas-

ing, competition continues to get
tougher for the limited number of
spaces available in each freshman
class. The average combined SAT
scores for this year's class is 1155.
UR is listed in Peterson's Competitive Colleges among the "roughly
17 percent of higher education institutions in the country with the
most challenging admissions situations."
The guidebook uses the following criteria: "the applicationto-acceptance ratio, the percentage of freshmen who scored 600
or over on both SAT math and
verbal exams, the percentage of
freshmen who had a composite
score of 26 or over on the ACT,
the percentage of freshmen who
scored over the national average
on the respective tests, and the
percentages coming from the top
half and the top tenth of their
high school class."
Ms. Spence tells her group
that the admissions staff takes a
long, hard look at the student's
high school transcript. The staff
also looks seriously at the SAT
scores and achievement test
scores. Other factors, such as the
required essay, extracurricular activities, recommendations and
relatives who are UR alumni, can
play a role in borderline situations. But the staff looks longest
at the "transcript in this hand,
test data in the other," she says.
The staff also looks for improvement trends in a transcript

and at the courses taken- "bachelor living" does not rank very
high; history and mathematics
do.

Finally, the staff looks at the
applicant's school. Coming from
a i;chool w ith a good reputation
or from one whose students have
done well at UR can work in the
applicant's favor, Ms. Spence
says. Coming from a school that
has not produced many good college students can hurt, she adds.
A survey of the 711 members
of UR class of 1990 (84 percent responded) revealed five National
Merit Finalists, the most ever; 19
high school valedictorians or salutatorians; 18 Governors School
participants; 69 religious and
church group officers; 227 members of the National Honor Society; and 382 varsity letter holders.
Virginia still sends the most
freshman students (166) but
Pennsylvania with 99, New Jersey
with 98, Maryland with 78 and
Connecticut with 62 are closing
the gap.
The appeal to these students
and the increasing numbers of
applicants each year, according to
Ms. Spence, include cost$10,000 compared to $17,000 for
some Northeastern colleges; the
personal attention; and most importantly, the quality of the education. "The three best-kept secrets of quality private educations
in America are Emory, Davidson
and Richmond," she says.

Information Sessions for
Prospective Students and
Their Parents
Prospective students and their parents are invited to "ice water receptions"
near their homes to learn more about educational opportunities at the
University of Richmond. The sessions feature current students from the community to talk about student life, an admissions representative to discuss
educational opportunities and a film about the University. Programs begin
at 7:30 p.m. promptly.
For information or reservations at a session, call the Admissions Office,
(804) 289-8640.

Atlanta, GA-Jan. 4, 1987
Terrace Garden Inn
3405 Lenox Road
Atlanta, GA 30326

Princeton, NJ-Jan. 5, 1987
Hyatt Regency- Princeton
102 Carnegie Center
Princeton, NJ 08540

Baltimore, MD-Jan. 4, 1987
Cross Keys Inn
5100 Falls Road
Baltimore, MD 21210

Roanoke, VA-Jan. 5, 1987
Holiday Inn - Tanglewood
P. 0. Box 13186
Roanoke, VA 24031

Bethesda, MD-Jan. 5, 1987
Bethesda Marriott
5151 Pooks Hill Road
Bethesda, MO 20814

Stamford, CT -Jan. 5, 1987
Stamford Marriott
Two Stamford Forum
Stamford, CT 06901

Morristown, NJ-Jan. 4, 1987
Governor Morris Inn
Two Whippany Road
Morristown, NJ 02166

St. Louis, MO-Jan. 5, 1986
Holiday Inn-Clayton Plaza
7730 Bonhomme Avenue
Clayton, MO 63105

Norfolk, VA-Jan. 4, 1987
Sheraton Inn-Military Circle
870 North Military Highway
Norfolk, VA 23502

Uniondale, NY - Jan. 6, 1987
Long Island Marriott
101 James Doolittle Blvd.
Uniondale, NY 10021

Philadelphia, PA-Jan. 6, 1987
St. David's Inn
591 East Lancaster Avenue
St. David's, PA 19087

Vienna, VA-Jan. 6, 1987
Tysons Corner Marriott
8028 Leesburg Pike
Vienna, VA 22180

Pittsburgh, PA-Jan. 6, 1987
Sheraton Hotel at Station Square
Carson and Smithfield Streets
Pittsburgh, PA 15219

Westchester, NY-Jan. 4, 1987
Holiday lnn - Crowne Plaza
66 Hale Avenue
White Plains, NY 10601

UR Class of 1990 General Information
Applications for Freshman Class .
Richmond College .
. 2290
ln state . . . . .

. ............ 421

Out of state
Offers of Admission

1869

Richmond College
1112
ln state ..... . ................... 218
Oul of state . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 894

. .. 5126
. ... 28.36

'A-esthampton College. .

In state .... . .... . . .. . .. . . . .. ..... 615
Out of state .
. 2221
..... 2153
1041

Westhampton College..

Tn state ................. . ........ 245

Out of state . . . .. .... . .. . .... . .. .. 796

Total Freshman Matriculants .. .

. ..... 71 I

Richmond College
366
In state ........ .... ............. 79

Out of state

287

Westhampton College ....... . ..... 345
In state .................... . ...... 82
Out of state .......... . .. . .. . . ..... 263

Competitive Class Data

1986
Freshman
Class
Profile

Quintile Rank in Secondary School

Richmond Westhampton
Coll~e
Coll~e
1/5
37%
60%
2/5
28%
23%
3/5
12%
3%
1%
4/5
3%
5/5
4%
1%
Not 58 students 44 students
avail .
(16%)
(12%)

Scholastic Aptitude Tests Averages

Rank

Richmond

Westhampton

College

College

540

556

Verbal
Mathematical

615

599

1155

1155

Total

Achievement Tests
English
52:l

56.S

571

565

Math

Additional Information About the
Freshmen of 1986
•

66 were Student Government
Officers

•
•

84 were Class Officers
102 were editors of high school

•

publications
19 were valedictorians or
salutatorians

•

382 received one or more Varsity
Letters

•

•
•
•
•

24 were Boys/Girls State
participants
18 were Governors School
participants

69 were Service Club Officers
69 were Religious & Church
Group Officers
227 were members of the National

Honor Society

Criteria for Admissions
• Secondary school academic record
• B - B+ grade point average
• English, mathematics, history, foreign language & laOOratory science included in
curruculum preferably every year
• courses at the Advanced Placement, Honors & accelerated level, if offered
• Scholastic Aptitude Test Scores
• Achievement Test Scores
• Personal Qualities

1986 Freshmen:

Geographic Distribution
Secondary school location

-

2
5
6
14
5
2
13

2
78

98
65
99

:~

~ -

~ --

""""'"'"'-

A rizona
California

~

.,.,,....

VIRGINIA 23.4%
(166 students)

-~~

Nlltttif·t
New Mexico

Texas

•
13
13
4

2
7
5
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The following article is condensed
from an address delivered by Dr.
George M. Modlin in February 1986.

Dr. Modlin, H'71, is chancel/or of

the University and will become
chancellor emeritus on Dec. 1. He
served from 1946 to 1971 as UR 's
fourth president.

COLUMBIA
Past... Present... Future

~
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"No single house, with the possi•
hie exception of the Governor's
Mansion, has a richer or more
complicated history in Richmond
than Columbia." That is Richmond architectural historian Robert W. Winthrop's assessment of
Columbia, the building that
served the University of Richmond for 150 years.
Located at what is now the
corner of Lombardy and Grace,
Columbia was the main building
of the Virginia Baptist Seminary
and Richmond College from 1834
until 1855 and continued in use
for 60 years after the college
moved in 1914 to a new campus
in the far West End of the city. In
Columbia's nearly 170 years of
existence it has had only three
owners: Philip Haxall, the shipping merchant and flour mill
owner who built it in 1817; the
University of Richmond, which
purchased it from his widow in
1834; and the American Historical
Foundation, which bought it in
December 1984. The building
now serves as headquarters for
the foundation and as its military
museum.
Winthrop says Columbia is
the oldest building in the Fan
District and is "second to the Valentine on the quality of what remains of the original interior."
The Virginia Historic Landmarks
Commission considers it to be
"one of the finest surviving Federal-period houses in Richmond."

Mr. Haxall named his estate
Columbia, probably after his Columbian flour mills. A delightful
article on Columbia written by
Mrs. Samuel Chiles Mitchell appeared in the Richmond College
Messenger in April 1906. She
wrote, "Mrs. Haxall was an intimate friend of Chief Justice Marshall and his wife, and they were
often at Columbia. JAlsoJ close
friends of the Haxall family, and
frequent visitors at Columbia,
were General and Mrs. Winfield
Scott." As Mr. Haxall was one of
Richmond's wealthiest men, Columbia was visited by other leading families of the area.
On November 21, 1834, the
Virginia Baptist Education Society
purchased Columbia and 7-3/4
acres for $9,500 from Mrs. Haxall
after her husband's death. When
Columbia became the main building of the Virgina Baptist Seminary in 1834, only Dunlora plantation in Powhatan, the site of
Dunlora Academy from 1830 to
1832, and Spring Farm, several
miles north of Richmond at the
end of Hermitage Road near present Bryan Park, preceded it as
sites of what was to become Richmond College and eventually the
University of Richmond.

In addition to the main
dwelling, the Columbia property
included a kitchen, greenhouse,
ice house, smoke house, coal
house and stable, three of which
were brick buildings containing
three stories. These were converted into dormitories. The basement floor of the main building
was converted into a dining
room, a chapel and an auxiliary
room. The second floor became
two large lecture rooms and a library; four rooms on the third
floor served as living quarters.
In December 1834 Dr. Robert
Ryland and his family moved
from Spring Farm into Columbia,
and the students into the dormitories. Dr. Ryland had been appointed superintendent of the
Virginia Baptist Seminary in 1832.
Additional land purchases in 1835
and 1836 doubled the size of the
campus, which eventually consisted of the area from Broad
Street to Franklin and from Ryland to Lombardy.
During the next 25 years Columbia continued as the residence
of President Ryland. When war
came in 1861, nearly all of the 114
students and seven faculty members entered war service.

The Civil War Period
During the war Columbia
and other college buildings were

used as a Confederate hospital.
Several of the soldiers died there,
including a brother of President
Ryland's second wife, and
"bloodstains were long visible on
the floors." (Mrs. Mitchell)
After Richmond was taken
by the Union army in April 1865,
the college buildings were used
as a barracks by Federal troops
for eight months and were renamed "Camp Casey," after Brig.
Gen. Silas Casey, U.S.A., "whose
Union troops fought their way
to within a few miles of the Confederate Capital." (Military Chronicle, December 1985)
When the Union soldiers left
the College, "the library and apparatus were carted off, floors
broken through, doors wrenched
from their hinges, and general
havoc wrought to the buildings
and grounds." (Mrs . Mitchell). In
1902 Congress enacted legislation
authorizing payment of a $25,000
damage claim that college authorities had pressed for years.

The Period 1866 - 1914
From 1866 to 1869 Columbia
was the home for Dr. Ryland's
successor, Dr. Tiberius Gracchus
Jones. From 1869 to 1908 it was
the residence of a number of faculty members and their families.
These included H. H. Harris, Edmund Harrison, Bennett Puryear
and Samuel Chiles Mitchell.
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In 1908 The T. C. Williams
Schoo! of Law occupied the building. An addition was built in 1911
to meet the law school's increasing enrollment and library needs.
Richmond College moved to
its new West End campus on
Aug. 1, 1914, the day World
War I began in Europe. After the
United States became involved,
the Board of Trustees granted the
request of the government that
the college buildings and campus
be used as a central base hospital
for wounded soldiers. The entire
college returned to the old campus, and the students and faculty
of the law school moved back to
Columbia Hall, where they remained for nearly four decades.

12

There were extensive improvements to Columbia in 1920,
and in 1924 a gift from trustee
T. C. Williams Jr. doubled the capacity of the building. The law
school moved to its new building
on the main campus in 1954.
From 1924 until 1974 the University's Evening School of Business Administration used Columbia for classrooms. The Institute
for Business and Community Development also used the building
from 1963 until 1976, the last year
the University occupied Columbia. The building remained empty
until 1984 except for three years
between 1979 and 1982, when the
University rented the property to
a secretarial school.

Since 1984: The
American Historical
Foundation
ln December 1984 UR sold
Columbia to the American Historical Foundation for its headquarters and a military history
museum.
The architect for the restoration of the building, Robert P.
Winthrop, writes that "the first
floor of the western classroom
wing has become the main office
area of the foundation. The first
floor of the original house has
been restored as reception areas
and conference meeting rooms.
All original materials have been
retained and repaired. The upper
floor has been renovated to provide professional rental space.
"Since there has been no removal of original materials, the
building does not have the brandnew look of many restoration
projects, where the ceiling and
walls were removed and replaced. Where items were taken
out, period wallpaper has been
used to provide the detail and
character which were lacking.
The owners recognize that restoration is a continuing process,
and that the house is just at the
beginning of its return to note as
a major Richmond landmark.
This first phase of the restoration
cost about $500,000."
The American Historical
Foundation was established in
1979 and has 15,000 members in
29 countries and in every state of
the union.
The present museum exhibits
include one of the finest existing
military knife collections, with
knives from the Stone Age and
the Bronze Age through World
War II and up to the Space Age.
The foundation supports
community programs by making
Columbia available for military
and other community groups.
It is fitting that the building
which served as an educational
facility for a century and a half
continues as the home for yet another educational institution.

The Rylands: Five Gen erations ofService to UR

Charles H. Ryland, R 36 and L 39

The man primarily responsible for
bringing the American Historical
Foundation to Columbia was
Charles H. Ryland, whose own
history is intertwined with the
University of Richmond's history.
Mr. Ryland, R'36, L'39, H'71, is
the great-great nephew of Dr.
Robert Ryland, Richmond College's first president.
Robert Ryland moved his
family and the Virginia Baptist
Seminary, the infant institution
that would become Richmond
College, from Spring Farm in
Henrico County to Columbia in
1834. His nephew, Charles Hill
Ryland, served for 40 years as a
trustee, as treasurer and as librarian of Richmond College. Today,
Ryland Hall's two sections are
named in memory of Robert and
Charles Ryland.
Dr. Garnett Ryland, son of
Charles Ryland, was professor of
chemistry at the University of
Richmond from 1915 to 1945. He
was the father of Charles H. Ryland, who was named for his
grandfather.
Charles H. Ryland, a selfprofessed "country lawyer,"
practices out of his office in Warsaw in the Northern Neck of Virginia . Beyond his professional activities his deepest involvements
include his family {wife Betsey
and six children), his Baptist
church, the University of Richmond and the field of history.

Mr. Ryland was a member
and chairman of the Virginia
State Library Board, which
heightened his interest in archival
work. Something of an unofficial
historian, he has published numerous articles on the history of
King and Queen County, the
original home of the Ryland family. Long active as a Baptist layman, he served a term as president of the Baptist General Association of Virginia. He has also
been a member of the Executive
Committee of the Southern Baptist Convention.
When the University celebrated its 150th year, Charles H.
Ryland was chairman of the Sesquicentennial Committee. Most
recently he was a member of the
Presidential Selection Committee
in 1986.
Charles H. Ryland has continued the tradition of his forefathers by serving as a trustee for
the University of Richmond from
1961 to 1986, when he was elected a trustee emeritus. During this
quarter century he has been on
seven trustee committees- including the executive committee- serving as chairman for
three of them .

Ryland represents the fifth
generation of his family to serve
as a trustee. His great-greatgrandfather, Josiah Ryland, was a
trustee of the Virginia Baptist
Seminary in 1835. The first Ryland was followed by two of his
sons, one of whom was the first
Richmond College president,
Robert Ryland; then two of his
grandsons; one of his greatgrandsons; and finally Charles H.
Ryland, one of his great-greatgrandsons.
As a trustee emeritus Charles
H. Ryland will continue to be an
influential member of the board
and to be its unofficial historian
as he carries on an unbroken line
of Ryland family leadership
stretching back to the beginnings
of the University. GM
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Remembering
Westhampton

The
50
Years Ago Beginning
of
Wisdom

In preparation for their 50th reunion

last May, members of the Westhamp-

fan Class of 36 were asked to recall
memorable experiences from their
years here and tell how the college

had influenced their lives. Among the

responses was a classic reminiscence
of Westhampton life by Virginia Kirk
Lennox, W36, which we present below.

Following her graduation with a
B.S. in chemistry, Virginia Kirk has

had at least two careers. She obtained
a certificate in business from the
Peirce Business School in Phi/ade/-

phia, Pa., then worked for the Du
Pont Co. for nine years and the
Mayo Foundation for four years.
Beginning her second career
about the time of the class's 20th reunion, she earned a master's in elementary education from Syracuse
University in 1958. For the next 16
years she taught fourth and sixth
grade classes in New York and Massachusefts, serving also as science
consultant for other elementary school
teachers. While in Syracuse, she met
and married Paul Lennox, a self--employed businessman.
Mrs. Lennox now lives in Chestertown, Md. She has entered what
may be her third career-that of
managing the gift shop in the Kent
and Queen Anne's Hospital. Sl!e
keeps up with Westhampton friends
and has served a five-year term as
Class of 36 secretary. OW
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I remember a chubby insecure 17year-old arriving at Westhampton
from Pennsylvania ten days after
the academic year had begun, delivered by one Miss Jones into the
endearing care of one Alice Pugh .
Sarah Covey was one of Alice's
many friends, and these three
freshmen became great buddies.
How those two helped that awkward creature through social and
academic trauma: home with one
or the other for holidays or weekends, the loan of a brother or a
friend for "Stag or Drag" dances,
studying for Miss Ross's English
and Miss Wright's French, etc.
And how they loved Miss Woodfin's ancient history-the class
and the woman. It was she who
gave them the beginning of wisdom.

The next year Alice became a
day student, and Margaret Bowers moved into the dorm and into
the heart and life of this less-shy
but still-fat Northern girl. I remember the days these two studied Dr. Ryland's chemistry and
did not study Dr. Prince's education. Never will I forget the day
the fat one brought a pail of tadpoles into the education class after a tramp around the lake, nor
the absolute dead silence that
greeted the offending one's lame
excuse for being late to class.
Never will I forget, either, the
night Margaret and the fat one

By Virginia Kirk Lennox,

W'36

climbed through one of the casement windows to sleep all night
on the hockey field- just for
kicks, of course, but couched in
sanctimonious words about observing the stars and listening to
the night sounds. The two were
never missed, and thus never
punished, and the fun died out
of the escapade.
The junior year found this
now more mature girl an "upperclassman,'' completely recovered
from a long illness endured during the sophomore year. When
she wasn't studying or visiting,
she listened to Mickey Myrick
play the piano and enjoyed Mary
Virginia White quoting from Winnie the Pooh. She lived in a fourthfloor room, and friendships with
Alice Turner and Lucy Blackwell
and Libba Conwell blossomed
into study sessions after midnight
in the storage rooms at the end of
the hall and snacks from home
after the Tea Room closed. The
girl was thinner for a while; social
life improved. Betty Kelly loaned
her some evening clothes, and
she learned to drink demi-tasse
after Wednesday night formal
dinners and discuss world affairs
quite sensibly with faculty members. However, she felt so well
and was so protected by the gentle college doctor, she ate too
much and grew fatter than ever.
Came the senior year. The fat
one loved wearing the cap and
gown for all kinds of occasions,
for she felt the flowing robe hid
her enormous flesh . A class in
music appreciation led to Saturday afternoons spent in the music
room listening to the Metropolitan Opera programs. Who among
us can ever forget the night 13
Westhamptonites piled into one
taxi for a trip into Richmond for a
real-live performance of "Lohengrin"!! Drama was exciting too.
The University Players became
part of her life, and the Debating
Society opened doors for stimulating encounters beyond the
chemistry lab. Induction into Tau
Kappa Alpha, the National Forensic Society, was one of the highlights of her college life.
And so it came about-graduation. The girl who wrote poems for "The Messenger'' that

were never published; who made
puppets while in the hospital for
"The Princess and the Page,"
Miss Lutz' marvelous English
class; who spent one whole summer at the Philadelphia Public Library digging into Greek mythology and copying costumes for the
May Day festival; who worked
her way through all four years
waiting tables, manning the
Reading Room, doing a little tutoring; this girl, who nearly
didn't graduate with her class because she'd failed to sign up for
extra gym after surgery that had
cost her one-half a semester of
classes and a whole year of gym,
finally made it-Class of '36-still
fat, still awkward, but older,
questionably wiser, loaded with
marvelous friends and useless information-a college graduate!
So here we are, 50 years older, being honored in 1986 at this,
our 50th reunion. Our girl is no
longer fat. She may be somewhat
wiser. She is still loaded with
useless information. And the

friendships made those many
years ago have endured and continue to endure and enrich her
life, and through her, the lives of
others.
Westhampton taught her
many things, not the least of
which being the futility of cluttering the mind with facts rather
than ideas; for facts can always
be found in libraries and encyclopedias (occasionally even in
newspapers), whereas ideas are
products of the mind. Westhampton taught her how to think, and
having learned how to think,
how to cope with the problems of
living. It gave her opportunity by
way of a direction, a certain fulfillment, a desire to pursue and
take pleasure in excellence.
Above all, Westhampton gave her
pride in her womanliness, and a
sure hope for the boundless good
that lies ahead for the women
who follow, year after year, until
they too, in spite of all obstacles,
reach this very pinnacle-the
50th reunion.
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AROUND THE LAKE

DISTINGUISHED EDUCATORS NAMED AT CONVOCATION
On the first day of fall classes the
University holds Opening Convocation, the ceremonial beginning
of the new academic year. This

year's Convocation on Aug. 28 in
the Robins Center brought together students, faculty, staff, administrators and friends of the
University to honor faculty members and to meet UR's presidentelecl, Dr. Samuel Alston Banks.
Students and faculty al UR
are partners in a "contract," said
Dr. Banks in his remarks. Stu-

dents can expect a "freeing education" as their teachers pass on
traditions and theories, while faculty have a right to expect "in-

volved, enthusiastic questioning"
from their students.
"This two-way stretch between sharing traditions and asking questions will give you ... a
life of orientation and a sense of
where you are," Dr. Banks said.
Others who addressed the
group were Amy Hall, president
of the Westhampton College Gov16

ernment Association, and Dr.
Barbara Griffin, associate professor of English.
A new era for the University
was the theme of Dr. Griffin's address. Today's students have different values from those held by
their teachers when they were
students, she said. When students of the '80s question the
ability of a liberal education to
serve them in the business world,
Dr. Griffin urged her fellow-educators to view the questions as a
challenge and a sign of involvement rather than a threat.
The new era will also bring
change because of the University's self-evaluation, she said. "Vision-making is hard work" and
the "self study will guarantee
that we get to the business of
vision-making."
Distinguished Educator
awards were presented to six faculty members. Receiving awards
were Joe Ben Hoyle, associate
professor of accounting in The

E. Claiborne Robins School of
Business, who also received the
award in 1982; Dr. John W.
Outland, professor of political science; Robert E. Shepherd Jr., professor in The T. C. Williams
School of Law, who also received
the award in 1981; Dr. Paul
Stevens, assistant professor of
English; Marion J. Stokes, professor of mathematics and computer
sciences; and Dr. William E.
Walker, associate professor of
psychology.
Also recognized were the following new chair holders: Dr.
William E. Walker, named to the
MaeEldin Trawick Chair of Psychology; Dr. Harold W. Babb,
8'72, associate professor of marketing, lo the F. Carlyle Tiller
Chair of Business; and Dr. Robert
C. Dolan, assistant professor of
economics, to the Joseph A.
Jennings Chair in Business.
MH,DW

BETTER IMAGE OF
WOMEN IN TV
URGED AT FORUM
About 100 members of the television communities in New York,
Los Angeles and Canada gathered on campus for three days in
June to discuss "The Role of
Women in the Future of Commercial Television."
The national symposium
hosted by the University was followed in July by a visit to Los
Angeles from the program's directors, UR professors Dr. Robert
S. Alley, Dr. Irby B. Brown and
Dr. Jane H. Hopkins.
Symposium participants included TV producers, directors
and writers. While at UR they
also took an evening to tour Williamsburg and another to attend a
reception at the Governor's Mansion. An outgrowth of that event
was a visit from Gov. Gerald L
Baliles to Hollywood to seek additional films to be made in Virginia.
The opening session panel
discussion on campus starred actress Susan Sullivan, who plays
the role of Maggie Gioberti on
"Falcon Crest"; that show's producer, Earl Hamner, R'44 and
H'74; U.S. Rep. Patricia Schroeder, O-Col.; and Thomas F. Lea-

hy, executive vice president, CBS
Broadcast Group. The panelists
responded to a speech given by
Rep. Schroeder. Giving the keynote addr~ss the next day was
Virginia L. Carter, senior vice
president of Embassy Television.
Rep. Schroeder told the audience at Friday night's opening
session that she could identify
only with "Kukla, Fran and Ollie" when she was growing up.
Today's "Cosby Show" is a "feminist's dream," she said, and that
helps prove that television has
come a long way in its treatment
of women and of the family, she
said. It has a long way to go,
however, when one considers
that "the media treated the ERA
as a catfight" and that she and
other women in politics are asked
on such shows as "Meet the
Press" to discuss only so-called
"women's issues." Rep. Schroeder is a member of the House
Armed Services Committee, yet
she is not asked about "SALT II
or BMX bombers."
The participants, after two
days of group discussions, adopted a number of "propositions for
action" suggesting ways they
could work both within the television community and without to
improve the image of women
portrayed on television and to
give more opportunities to worn-

en in the industry both in front of
the camera and in other capacities.
Suggestions included starting
a "mentor" system for women
beginning in the industry, the
bringing about of more "multidimensional portrayals of both
sexes" on television, and meetings with television executives to
discuss concerns with issues related to women in the industry.
The University will sponsor a
follow-up at another location to
see whether the suggestions are
coming to fruition. The UR symposium directors also volunteered
to develop a pilot workshop program to be offered to other campuses across the country.
The program directors also
called for more coverage in the
media on the role of women in
TV. At press time they were
working on an article about the
symposium to be submitted to TV
Guide. RF

UNIVERSITY
TO UNDERTAKE
NEW SELF STUDY
The University has embarked on
a self study that will encompass
all areas of campus life from its
mission statement and academic
curriculum to management of the
endowment and maintenance of
buildings and grounds.
The study is required about every
10 years of all accrediticd colleges
and universities. UR is a member of
the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS).
The purpose of the study is
not really so much to determine
whether UR will maintain its accreditation but rather to be a
"planning and self-evaluation
process," according to Dr. Zeddie
P. Bowen, vice president and
provost. Accreditation for a college like UR probably is a foregone conclusion, according to Dr.
Bowen. But the process does enable a university to assess its
strengths and weaknesses, he
said.
The committees will study
UR's purpose and institutional effectiveness, undergraduate and
graduate programs, the faculty
and administration, student and
17

IN MEMORIAM:
JAMES A. SARTAIN
Dr. James A. Sartain, a member
of the UR faculty for 23 years,
collapsed and died Sept. 26 in
Boatwright Memorial Library following a long illness. He was 64.
Dr. Sartain was the Irving
May Professor of Human Relations in UR's Department of Sociology. He had recently been reappointed to that endowed chair for
a second six-year term.
In 1984 he was named a Distinguished Educator.
During his career at UR, he
served as chaim1an of the Sociology Dcparhnent, as Methodist campus minister and as Wesley Foundation director. He helped develop
the University's advising program
and interdisciplinary studies program.
Before coming to UR in 1963,
he had taught at the college level
ten years, including eight years at
Stetson University in Deland, Fla.
Dr. Sartain was also a professional musician who played dari-

educational support services and
physical and financial resources.
When the committees' work
is done in about November or
December of next year, a team
from SACS will visit the campus
for three or four days to see
whether the report and recommendations are accurate and then
make a report of its own.
What is different about this
year's self study is an emphasis
on accountability. If a university's
mission statement says that one
of its purposes is to build citizenship, then it must prove that it
has built citizenship.
The SACS visit will take
place in about March of 1988.
Dr. John W. Outland, associate professor of political science,
is the self study director. Dr. William E. Walker, associate professor of psychology, is working
with the committees on ways of
assessment. The entire project is
coordinated through the Provost's Office. RF
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net and saxophone in jazz bands
as well as in the Louisville Symphony.
Dr. Sartain served as a consultant on the desegregation process for the Richmond Public
Schools from 1966----69 and was
the chief author of the "Sartain
Report" in 1968.
He is survived by his wife,
Sarah Mathewes Sartain; a
daughter, Frances Leigh Sartain
of Ocala, Fla.; and a sister, Mrs.
Janice Sartain Lindlev Haynes of
Harrisonburg, Va. OW

IN MEMORIAM:
JOHN N. D ALTON
The Hon. John N. Dalton, H'80,
governor of Virginia from 1978 to
1982 and a University trustee,
died of lung cancer July 30 at the
age of 55.
Dalton had been a member
of the UR Board of Trustees since
1982; earlier, he was a member of
the Board of Associates from 1974
to 1982. He received an honorary

THEATRE SEASON
PROMISES VARIETY
Ranging from farce to musical revue, the University Players' 1986---87 season will include four "very
theatrical" productions, says
Players' Director Dr. Jack Welsh,
professor of speech communication and theatre arts.
"All the productions this
year are governed by a love of
the theatre," Welsh says. In the
season's Oct. 9- 12 opener, the
farce "Enter Laughing," love of
the theatre was literal: a stagestruck youth wanting to become
an actor against the wishes of his
parents. Adapted by Joseph Stein
from Carl Reiner's novel, the
comedy was directed by Dr. John
Countryman, assistant professor
of speech communication and
theatre arts.
The classic Japanese drama
"Rashomon," scheduled to run
Nov. 20- 23, will be a theatrical
production in the sense that it
will require elaborate costumes,
wigs, oriental makeup and even
choreographed stage fighting
with samurai swords. Dr. Welsh

Doctor of Laws degree from UR
in 1980.
His wife, Edwina P. "Eddy"
Dalton, has been elected to fill his
seat on the board. Mrs. Dalton
served as co-chair for the 1983-84
Metro Richmond campaign, a segment of the Cornerstones for the
Future development campaign.
To honor Dalton, the trustees
have approved a 510,000 scholarship in his name at The T. C. Williams School of Law.
Dalton was a member of First
Baptist Church of Radford and a
watchcare membe r of First Baptist
Church, Richmond. He was a director of CSX Corp., Ethyl Corp.,
Figgie International and Signet
Banking Corp ., among others.
Besides his wife, he is survived by two sons, Ted E. and
John N. Dalton Jr.; two daughters, Dr . Katherine Dalton Mika
and Mrs . Mary Helen Dalton Tyler; a sister, Mrs. Dottie Updike
Gallop; a half-brother, Jesse C.
Key; his mother, Mrs. Jessie T.
Key; and his adoptive parents,
Judge and Mrs. Ted Dalton. DW
will direct the play, adapted by
Fay and Michael Kanin from the
famous Japanese storyteller Akutugawa.
"Strider," a musical play
based on a Leo Tolstoy short story, will run Feb. 19- 22. Welsh
says this production will be theatrical in a different sense; it will require a bare stage and actors who
"play at being horses," as the
story is told through the eyes of a
piebald horse. Written by Mark
Rozovsky, the play will be directed by Dr. Countryman.
The musical revue "Tomfoolery" will close out the season
April 16- 19. Based on satirical
songs of Tom Lehrer, the show is
"chock-full of irreverent humor,"
says Welsh, who will direct the
production. He characterizes the
show as "sheer presentational
theatre" because it requires only
a small cast and a pianist who
performs the songs.
All UR Players' performances
take place in the Camp Theatre in
the Modlin Fine Arts Center. For
show times and ticket information, call the theatre box office at
289-8271.

ow

FALL SPEAKERS
ADDRESS ART, LAW,
ENVIRONMENT
A round-up of fall speakers and
events on campus includes a satellite teleconference, a gallery exhibition by a leading American
painter and addresses by nationally prominent speakers.
Narrative realist painter Jerome Witkin was on campus
Sept. 4 for the opening of "Moral
Visions," an exhibition of his
paintings and drawings in the
Marsh Gallery of the Modlin Fine
Arts Center. Co-curated by the
Marsh Gallery and the Pyramid
Arts Center Inc., of Rochester,
N.Y., the exhibit and Witkin's
visit were sponsored by Joel Harnett, R'45.
Witkin gave an informal gallery talk about his work and later
led a drawing workshop. New
York poet and art critic John Yau
lectured on Witkin's work and its
relationship to art of the '80s. The
exhibition ran Sept. 4- 25 at the
University before traveling to the
Pyramid Arts Center for a show
Oct. 24- Nov. 29. Later it will go
to the Rockford Museum of Art
in Illinois, Jan. 10- Feb. 22, 1987;
and then to the Triton Museum
of Art in Santa Clara, Calif., in
June 1987.
"Religion in Jeffersonian
America, 1769- 1830" was the topic of the third annual Douglas
Southall Freeman Symposium
held Sept. 10- 12. The Visiting
Freeman Scholar this year was
Dr. Noble E. Cunningham Jr.,
professor of history at the University of Missouri-Columbia, and
former UR faculty member from
1953 to 1964. He lectured on "The
United States in 1800: Henry Adams Revisited."
Other historians taking part
in the symposium were Dr. William Lee Miller, chairman of the
Department of Rhetoric and Communication Studies at the University of Virginia; Dr. James H.
Smylie, Ernest Trice Thompson
Professor of Church History at
Union Theological Seminary in
Richmond; Dr. Josephine F. Pacheco, W'41, professor of history
and director of the Center for the
Study of Constitutional Rights at
George Mason University; and

Dr. Noble[. Cunningham Jr

Dr. W. Harrison Daniel, William
Binford Vest Professor of History
at UR.
The Freeman Symposium
was sponsored by the UR Department of History with funds from
the Douglas Southall Freeman
Professorship in History and a
grant from the Virginia Foundation for the Humanities and Public Policy.
U.S. Attorney General Edwin
Meese Ill spoke on campus Sept.
17 in a visit sponsored by the Legal Forum. Meese served as
counselor to the president during
President Reagan's first term and
earlier as Gov. Reagan's executive
assistant and chief of staff in California. Before joining Gov. Reagan's staff he was a professor of
law at the University of San Diego, where he was also director of
the Center for Criminal Justice
Policy and Management.
The University of Richmond
was one of only two participating
sites in Virginia for the National
Teleconference on Biodiversity on

Sept. 24. As one ot about 65 sites
in the country, the University received a telecast via satellite of
the conference, which was the
last event of the Forum on Biodiversity co-sponsored by the
Smithsonian Institution and the
National Academy of Sciences in
Washington, D.C.
Taking part on the program
in Washington were the forum
chairman, Dr. Michael Robinson;
and several keynote speakers, including tropical ecologist Dr. Edward 0. Wilson and botanist Dr.
Peter H. Raven.
The forum was organized to
acquaint the public with the problem of the rapid destruction of
the Earth's natural habitats and to
hear the views of distinguished
scientists and scholars on the
subject. UR's participation was
coordinated by the local chapter
of Sigma Xi, a national honorary
society for engineers and scientists, and Dr. William S. Woolcott, D.A. Kuyk Professor of Biology at UR.

Painter Jerome Wilkin on campus for the opening of his exhibilion, 'Mom/ Visions"
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William D. Ruckelshaus was
the keynote speaker Oct. 10 for
another environmental program,
a symposium on campus entitled,
"The Dying Bay: Challenge and
Response." Ruckclshaus was the
twice head of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
The symposium on the Chesapeake Bay also included a workshop Oct. 11 with u panel discussion by regional environmental
leaders. Sponsors included the
CTE Foundation Lectureship Program, the Virginia Foundation for
the Humanities and Public Policy,
the Virginiu Environmental Endowment and at UR the Robert
R. Merhige Jr. Center for Environmental Studies and other University sponsors.
Also scheduled to appear on
campus this fall is attorney F. Lee
Bailey, who will speak Oct. 21 ut
8 p.m. in the Robins Center. His
visit is sponsored by the Student
Speakers Board and made possible by the Floyd D. and Elisubeth
S. Gottwald Student Speakers Endowment. On Nov. 3 the University Student Union will sponsor
an address by a representative
from the Cousteau Society. DW

SPIDERS HOST
GEORGIA TECH
IN CFB TOURNEY
The UR Spiders on Nov. 28-29 in
the Robins Center will play host
to ACC basketball powerhouse
Georgia Tech, as well as Stanford
and Rice in the first annual Central Fidelity Holiday Classic.
The tournament, which was
first announced two years ago by
UR President E. Bruce Heilman
und Carroll L. Saine, G'66, chairman of the board und chief executive officer of Central Fidelity
Banks Inc., is expected to become
one of the nation's finest.
Georgia Tech wus the preseason pick last year as the nation's top team. Bobby Cremins'
squad went on to a 20-win plus
season and the NCAA playoffs,
as did the Spiders.
The 1987 tournument Holiday Classic will include Dean
Smith's North Carolina Tarheels,
a team that last year was in the
20

FOOD SERVICES RECEIVES AWARD

number one spot for most of the
season. The University of South
Carolina's Trojans and Boston
University will round out that
field.
"It is our intention to host
top caliber teams from throughout the country," says UR Athletic Director Chuck Boone. "Our
first two fields are indicative of
what we will have in the years
ahead, and the fact that we have
been uble to attract such teams as
Georgia Tech and UNC speaks
well for our program."
Coach Dick Tarrant said the
tournament would serve "as a
showcase for our program, our
university and our city."
Tickets for the tournament
may be purchased by calling (804)
289-8388 or by writing the Robins
Center Ticket Office, University
of Richmond, Va. 23173. TS

UR Coach Vick Tarrant and Ge~rgia Tecll
Coach Bobby Cremins are mtermeu/Cd at a
press conference 011 campus m September

ALUMNI NOTES
MATHEWS IS VOTED
STATE BAR PRESIDENT-ELECT
Roderick B. Mathews, a 1966 graduate of the T.C. Williams School of
Law, was voted president-elect of
the Virginia State Bar during the
general sessions of the Virginia
State Bar 48th Annual Meeting
held on June 14, 1986.
A partner with the Richmond
firm of Christian, Barton, Epps,
Brent & Chappell, Mathews has
served as chairman of several Bar
committees, has been a member of
the Virginia State Bar Council since

1980 and a member of the Executive Committee since 1983
During his years at TC. Williams, he was a member of the
McNeil! Honor Society and served
as president of the Student
Government.
Mathews will serve as
president-elect of the Virginia State
Bar for one year before ;rntomatically assuming the office of
president.

LAW GRADS PLAN FALL GATHERING
Alumni of The TC. Williams School
of Law will be gathering at the
Hotel Jefferson, one of their earliest
meeting places, on Nov. 7 for their
annual Fall Gathering.
The Fall Gathering, a tradition.:il
event open to .:ill law alumni and
law students, will feature a special
tribute to Dean Thomas A.
Edmonds .:ind will kick off a weekend of activities.
Other activities include golf and

tennis tournaments, a pre-game
brunch, an afternoon of great football as UR takes on Virginia Tech,
and a post-game barbecue sponsored by the Student Bar Association. The classes of 1981, 1976,
1971, 1966, 1961, 1956, 1951, 1946
and 1941 will be celebrating
reunions.
Conl.:ict the Law Alumni Office
289-8028, for more information.

Roderick B. Malhr..us

ALUMNIIAE
ACTIVITIES
Oct. 25
Oct. 30
Oct. 31Nov. 2

Nov. 1
Nov. 7- 8
l\ov. 12
'.\lov. 18

Dec. 2

Dec. 14

Westhampton College MiddlePeninsula Alumnae Club
meeting
Westhampton College Tidewater Alumnae Club meeting
"Join Us in Georgia"'-UR
Weekend in Atlanta and UR
vs. Georgia in football. Sponsored by Atlanta Alumni
Chapter
Westhampton College Class
Fund Day
Law Weekend and UR vs . Virginia Tech in football
UR Church-Related Alumnilae
and Friends Luncheon, Rich mond Marriott
Westhampton Colkge Richmond Alumnae Club Seminar
Series: "Insurance-How It
Affects You"
Richmond College Alumni
Pre-Game Soci,1! and UR vs.
Southern California in basketball
Westhampton College Richmond Alumnae Club's Christmas Party for Children

ALUMNAE BOARD
MEETS
The Richmond Club Board of the Westhampton College Alumnae Association
met recently to plan their activities for the
year. They are shown here in the Westhampton Deanery
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FIFTY FRESHMEN FIND THAT GOING TO
When new students arrived on
campus Aug. 23, abou t 50 of them

already had a connection to the
University of Richmond: they are
"chips off the old blocks," children of
alumni/ae parents.
The "Chips" and their parents
were guests at a special luncheon at
the Westhampton College Deanery
Aug. 23. Nearly 150 attended
Following is a list of some of
the alumni/ae children who enrolled
as freshmen this fall. Listed first is

Greg Wright IV, center, wilh his father,
Greg Wright 111, R'69, and grnndfather,
Greg Wright Jr., R'41.

the student's name, followed by the
names of parents who are alumni/ae
and t he student's hometown.
Westhampton College students are:
Cabell Anderson; Juan R. Anderson

Jr., R'55 (deceased), and Mrs. Anderson;
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P.i.;

of Richmond;
Deborah Bourne; Mr. and Mrs. J.E
Bourne; of Richmond;
Kimberly Bunch; Richard E. Bunch,
R'62, and Mrs. Bunch; of Short Hills,

NJ,

Teresa Comunale; Edwin F. Comunale, R'51, and Mrs. Comunale; of Fort
Salonga, N.Y;
Jennifer Jenkins; Dr. Jerry L., R'64,
and Aleta Goodwyn, W'63, Jenkins; of
MidlothiJn, Va.;
Ellen Johnson; David W., R'64, and
Martha Hartman, W'64, Johnson; of
Moorestown, N.].;
Lori Jones; Larry M. Jones, L'64, and
Mrs. Jones; of Lawrenceville, Va.,
Robbin Kohler; M. Tyler Kohler, R'49,
and Mrs. Kohler; of Garrison, Md.;
Margaret Lowe; Frederick B., L'66,
and Nancy Loughridge, W'64, Lowe; of
Virginia Beach, Va.;
Andrea Marshall; William R. Marshall
Jr., L'65, and Mrs. Marshall; of
Richmond;
Lisa Neurohr; John P. Neurohr Jr.,
U'73, and Mrs. Neurohr; of Mechanicsville, Va.;
Deane Potter; Betty Williams Potter,
W'53, and Mr. Potter; of Virginia Beach,
Va.;
Mary Ranson; Emma Bibb Ranson,
W'64, and Mr.Ranson; of ForkUnion,Va.;

LAWYERS GROUP NAMES EMROCH FELLOW
Emanuel Emroch, R'28 and L'31,
has become a Fellow of the American College of Trial Lawyers, by
invitation of the organization's
Board of Regents.
The American College of Trial
Lawyers is a national association of
4,200 Fellows in the United States
and Canada. Its purpose is to
improve the standards of trial practice and the ethics of the trial
branch of the legal profession .
A prominent Richmond trial
attorney, Emroch is also a charter
member and first president of the
Virginia Chapter of the American
Board of Trial Advocates, established in 1985.
Emroch is a partner in the firm
of Emroch & Williamson in Rich-

Rebecca Riddle; Banjamin A Riddle
Jr., R'59, and Mrs. Riddle of Hampton,
Va.;
Donna Rossetti; Joseph P: Rossetti,
R'60, and Mrs. Rossetti; of Emmaus,

mond. The Emanuel Emroch Lecture Series was created at The T.C.
Williams School of Law in 1984
with a gift from Mr. and Mrs. Emanuel Emroch, their son, Walter, and
friends.

FRESHMEN GET
ACQUAINTED
Incoming freshmen got a chance
to meet each other prior to arriving at UR at "Get-Acquainted" parties sponsored by some alumni/ae
chapters.
David, R'68, and Linda Steger
and Ken, 8'77 and L'83, and Jean
Baskerville, 8'77, Alcott co-hosted a
cook-out for Atlanta fresh me n and

Caro/eYeaflswithherparen.ts,,A,rchie
Yeatts, R"64 and L"67, and Elaine John son Yeatts, W'64.

upperclassmen at the Stegers' home
on Aug. 12. John, R'Sl, and Susan
Clarke, W'81, Nagy and Jack, R'44,
and Kathy Mumma, W'45, Atkinson co-hosted a picnic Aug. 17 for
Philadelphia freshmen and their
parents at Valley Forge National
Park. Gerri Daly, W'78, and Julia
McNeal, W'82, co-hosted a reception for Baltimore freshmen Aug.
20 at the home of Ju lia's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. McNeal.
West hampton College Alumnae Clubs hosted events for
fresh men in their areas. In Richmond, Cindy Creasy, W'75, was in
charge of a dinner held in the
Deanery for the Richmond area
freshmen. In Roanoke, alumnae
and students gathered at the
home of Emlly Ayers Gray, W'64,
a nd in Norfolk at the home of
Linda Holt Lilly, W'65.

UR IS A FAMILY AFFAIR
Suzanne Rozum; Dennis M., 8'64,
and Margie Burkett, W'63, Rowm; of
Richmond;
Kimberly Sanford; Dr. Michael S.
Sanford, R'69, and Mrs. Sanford; of
Chester, Va.;
Sharon Sink; Lloyd W. Sink, L'62, and
Mrs. Sink; of Hampton, Va.,
Anne Slaughter; James H. Slaughter,
8'62, and Mrs. Slaughter; of Virgini,1
Beach, Va.,
Amy Strickland; William J., 8'64 and
'70, and Mary Hodges, W'64, Strickland;
of Richmond;
Ann Whitfield; William N., R'63, and
Virginia Needh,1m, W'61, Whitfield; of
Richmond;
Molly Wilcox; D,ma V Wilcox Jr.,
8'67, and Mrs. Wilcox; of Woodbridge,
Va.;

Michele Witcher; Vincent H. Witcher
Ill, R'73, and Mrs. Witcher; of Virginia
Beach, Va.;
Jcnnift>r Wood; Andrew W. Wood, R'64
and L'67, and Mary Ford Yonan, W'64; of
Richmond;

Carole Yeatts; Archer L Yeatts Ill,
R'64 and L'67, and Elaine Johnson
Yeatts, W'64; of Richmond.
Richmond College students are:
Scott Anderson; Paul W. Anderson,
8'58, and Mrs. Anderson; of Leesburg,
Va.;
James Arnold Jr.; James R. Arnold,
8'62, and Mrs. Arnold; of Hershey, Pa.;
Fred Bach Jr.; the Hon. F. Bruce Bach,
L'67, and Mrs. Bach; of Centreville, Va.;
Christian Burch; W.C. Burch, R'57,
and Mrs. Burch; of Richmond;
Patrick Fagan; Charles E. Fagan II.
8'62, and Mrs. Fagan; of Richmond;

Griffin Garnett IV: Griffin T. Garnett
111, R'63, L'66, and Mrs. Garnett; of
Arlington, Va.,
Thomas Garrett; Harry W. G,Hrett,
R'58 and L'61, and Mary Simpson,
W'58, Garrett; of Bedford, Va.;

SPRUIU RECTWES
MERIT AWARD
Col. Joseph E. Spruill Jr., R'SS and
L'58, of the U.S. Air Force Reserve,
has received the Legion of Merit
Award for his contributions to the
Air Force's Preventive Law Program
and the Legal Assistance Program.
He recently retired from the Air
Force Reserve.
A past president of the Virginia
State Bar Association, Spruill is an
attorney in private practice with the
firm of Lewis & Spruill in Tappahannock, Va.
Spruill has been a member of
the UR Board of Associates since
1983. He was a member of the
Board of Trustees from 1979 to
1983, and has also served as president of the TC. Williams School of
Law Alumni Association.

BAR BREAKFAST GATHERS
T. C. WILLIAMS ALUMNI/A£

R. Baxter Griffith III; R. Baxter Griffith Jr., R'63, and Eileen Hoy Griffith,
W'61; of Springfield, Va.;
Continued on p~ge 24

BINGHAMS NAMED
CHAIRCOUPLE OF
LAKE SOGETY
William H. and Alma Bingham are

the 1986-87 Lake Society chaircouple. Bill, R'42, is the former owner
of Capitol GMC Trucks, Inc. in
Richmond. The Lake Society is an

REUNITED IN SONG
In 1971 the UR Choir went on a concert tour of Europe. Last April thry returned to cam-

1ms for a 15-year reunion. highlighted by dinner in the Westhampton Deanery and a reunion sirigalong in the choir room.

organization consisting of 60 couples who provide volunteer service
at the University. The activities
range from working the refreshment stands at Arts Around the
Lake to serving as hosts/hostesses
at official University functions .

FIFTY FRESHMEN

SPIDERS ON THE ROAD

Cm11inuedfrom /!agr23

Thomas Hamilton IV; Thomas T
Hamilton lll, B'58 {deceased), and Mrs
Hamilton; of Alexandria, Va.;
William Howell ll; WilliJm J. Howell,
8'64, and Mrs. Howell; of Fredericksburg, Va.,
Brent Kendall; Or. Robert G. Kendall,
R'58, and Mrs. Kendall; of Winchester,
V,1.;

Paul Kincheloe Ill; Paul C. Kincheloe
Jr., L'67, and Mrs. Linda Rogers; of
Arlington. Va.,
Roger Koury Jr.; Roger A. Koury Sr.,
R'52, and Mrs. Koury; of Colonial
Heights, Va.;
William Lea Ill; Willi,1111 T. Lea Jr.,
R'65, and Mrs. Lea; of Danville, Va.;
Joseph Owen; Ralph M. Owen Sr.,
R'51, and Marjorie P,1rson, W'so, Owen;
of Jarrett, Va.;
D,wid PJyne; Anne S,1rtorius Payne,
W'64, and Mr. Payne; of Severna Park,
Md.·
Gr,1h,1m Ragl,md; Gr,1ham K
Ragland, 8'63, and Mrs. Ragland; of
Spencerville, Md .;
Keith Roberts; Dr. Lucien W. Roberts
Jr.. R'44, and Mrs. Roberts; of South
Boston, Va.;
Jonathan Sachs; Stuart A. Sachs,
R'54, and Mrs. Sachs; of Richmond;
Jon Sagester; Judith Pace Sagester; of
Norfolk, Va.,
Christopher Solari; William J. Solari,
R'66, and Mrs. Solari; of Raleigh, N.C.,
Daniel Teachey; James Fleming Teachey, 8'62, and Mrs. G.L Teachey; of
Reston, Va.;

fhJ:~~hn;t£°;1cfa-_

so~~~6:~~;;Ji~~;
noke, Va.,
Anthony Vittone; the Hon. John M
Vittone, R'64, and Mrs. Vittone; of
Silver Spring, Md.,
Gregory Wright IV; W. Gregory
Wright 111, R'69, and Mrs. Wright; of
Tapp,1hannock, Va .;
Samuel Yaffa; Dr. Jack B., R'63, and
Phyllis Pollack, W'63, Yaffa; of Miami,
Fl,
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Tlrr Travelling Spiders were on /Irr road in May, when 1/iey /rad a stop in France.

CLASS NITTES
30's
Frederkk W. Black Jr., R'36, reports that
he attended the 50th reunion of the Class
of "36 on May 30-31 and had a wonderful
time. I le has been retired since De<:cmbcr
1980.

40's
J.

Newton Dovel, L'40, retired from the
practice of law effectiw June 12, 1986
O.G. Gilbert Jr., R'41, has retired
Willard W. Burton, R'43, has worked 40
years in the Department of Research &

Development with the American Tobacco
Co., as of September 1986
William W. Walthall Jr., M.O., R'45, is
one of a group of 25 radiologists in a private office and hospital prncticc in Spring•
field, Mass.
William J. Ferguson Jr., tr49, has been
promoted to executive vice president of
sales with the Cardwt>ll Machine Co. I le
will be the chief finanlia! officer, treasurer
and assistant secretary. He started with
Cardwell in 1955 and has served as comptroller and treasurer.

SO'S
Dr. Wi lliam C. McCorkle Jr., R'50, was
the focus of an April 30, 1986, article in
the Wall Street Journal. The article was entitled "Army Engineer's Anti-Tank Missile
Idea Proves Cheap, Reliable-and Tough
to Sell at Pentagon."
Robert 5. Wells, 8'50, retired from the
Presbyterian Church, U.S.A., on Ckt. 31,
1985
H. Fra nklin Skinner, R'52, 11'85, chief executive officer and a director of Atlantabased Southern Hell Telephone Co., delivered the commencement address and was
awarded an honorary Doctor of Laws degree by Florida's Jacksonville U. during
spring commencement exercises on April
26. Active in numerous business, civic
and cultural organizations, he is a UR
trustee, a trustee of Agnes Scott College
and chairman of the Metropolitan Atlanta
United Negro College Fund Campaign.
He is married to the former Ruth Ann
Gee of Richmond .
Col. James R. Brier, R'54, retired from the
Army on Feb. 28, 1986, after 30 years of
service. He is going to try the "civilian
world" and will work with McDonnel!
Douglas I lclicopter Co. in Mesa, Ariz.
A.E. Dick Howard, R'54, 11'84, was the
commencement speaker at Virginia Wes-

leyan College on May 17. He is the White
Burkett Miller Professor of Law and Public
Affairs at U.Va. An authority in constitutional law, Howard is a Rhodes Scholar
who has served as law clerk to U.S. Supreme Court Justice Hugo L. Black, and is
active in public affairs of the Common·
wealth, chairing Virginia's Commission on
the Bicentennial of the U.S. Constitution.
He has been a member of the U.Va. law
faculty since 1964.
Dr. Averett S. Tombes, R'54, is vice president for research with Wichita State U. in
Wichita, Kan.
Richard S. Parsley, 8'59, is a district man·
ager with PH Sales Co. in Charlotte, N.C.

&O's
Carl J. Slone, R'60, has been named vice
president of marketing for Health Man·
agement Corp. He was previously Uirector
of sales for Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Virginia. Slone joined Blue Cross and Blue
Shield in 1978 as a marketing account executive and was promoted to regional
sales manager and regional director in the
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Virginia
marketing division. He was head basketball coach al UR from 1974 to 1978
Malcolm L. Wells, 8'61, was elected treasurer of the Estate Planning Council of
Richmond
Morris J. Jones, 8'62, G'64, is a senior
staff engineer with Virginia Power in Richmond
Dr. Russell G. Warren, 8'64, has been appointed by the James Madison U. Board
of Visitors to serve as acting president for
one year, while current president, Dr.
Ronald E. Carrier, takes a leave of absence
to become president of the Cenlt'r for Innovative Tc,:hnology. Dr. Warren has
been vice president for academic affairs
since July 1984. Before coming to James
Madison, Warren was vice president for
academic affairs at the U. of Montevallo in
Alabama
Roy Newton Ford Jr., R'65, is with Roy
N. Ford Co. in Blairs, Va.
Robert Grattan III, G'65, has been ap·
pointed head librarian of the American Library in Paris. Founded in 1920, the
American Library in Paris is a private, independently endowed subscription library, established for the use of the American population in Paris as well as french
citizens interested in American language
and culture. It is the largest English language collection in continental Europe
and supports five branch locations in other cities in France. Grattan previously
served with J. Sargeant Reynolds Community Col!ege in Richmond as director of
learning resources at the Parham campus
He had been with J. Sargeant Reynolds
since 1976. In 1985, Grat!. spent six
months in Tunis, Tunisia, Jn a Fulbright
teaching grant, lecturing on library automation at the University of Tunis. His

wife, Mary, joined him in Paris this summe,

Hon. Harvey E. Schlesinger, L'65, of Jacksonvil!e, Fla., was appointed by Chief Justice Warren E. Burger to a six-year term
on the ten-member nationally organized
Advisory Committee on Criminal Rules,
established in 1960 to study and recommend improvements in procedural rules
for criminal cases in federal courts
E. Donald Stevens, R'65, is supervisor-operations for Westhall Company in Akron,
Ohio
Davis W. Fowler, 8'66, is a bank consultant with PTC in Roanoke, Va.
David B. Nichols, R'66, has been promoted to assistant vice president with Johnson & Higgins of Va. Inc. He has been
with the company since 1984 and formerly
served as an account executive.
Leland C. Selby, R'66, has been named to
the Committee on Professional Ethics of
the Connecticut State Bar Association. The
Committee on Professional Ethics is a
standing commitll't' of the Connecticut
Liar and functions as an advisory board interpreting and offering re~:ommendations
concerning questions about ethical legal
conduct for the law community. Selby is a
partner and head of the trusts and estates
department of the law firm of Whitman &
Ransom in Greenwich. Conn. He lives in
Riverside, Conn., with his wife, Diane,
and their three children.
David M . Szumowski , R'67, was recently
selected as a deputy district attorney for
the County of San Diego, Calif. He becomes the only prosecutor in California
who is blind. Blinded in combat in Vietnam, he received numerous decorations
for valor, including two Bronze stars and
one Silver Star along with a Purple Heart.
Szumowski has been actively involved in
veterans' affairs locally in San Diego and
nationally via the Blinded Veterans Association, of which he is vice president. Following a stint at private law practice, he
was chosen from several hundred applicants to fill one of seven openings in the
San Diego district attorney's office. Szumowski resides in Coronado with his
wife, Janice, a systems analyst with a
medical technology company. They have
no children, but take much joy from the
companionship of O.J., Szumowski's Seeing Eye guide dog.
Richard P. Balderson, R'68, and his wife
have adopted a baby girl, Melissa Anne,
from South Korea and she joins brother,
Brett, who is six. Dick is vice president of
baseball operations with the Seattle Mari·
ners Baseball Club.
Robert Michael Berry, R'68, a Henrico
County planner for 16 years, has been appointed general manager for the Richmond Metropolitan Authority. The Richmond Metropolitan Authority is a regional
agency with members from Richmond,
Henrico County and Chesterfield County
Berry joined the Henrico County planning
office in 1970. In 1978 he was named assistant director of the Henrico County
planning office. He has been acting secretary of the Planning Commission and
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Board of Zoning Appeals, as well as having other administrative duties in the 31member planning office
John W. Kirk, B'69, has been named chief
accounting officer for Chesapeake Corp.
He joined Chesapeake in 1975 as a tax
and special projects accountant. Before he
joined Chesapeake he was controller of
Standard Paper Manufacturing Co. in
Richmond
Michael H. Lake, M.D., R'69, finished his
obligation with the U.S. Navy in 1981. He
settled in a urology partnership in Columbus, Ga., and has been practicing adu lt
and pediatric urology for the last five
years.
Larry Patterson II, B'69, is a plastics manufacturing manager with Automated Packaging Systems in Garfield Heights, Ohio.
James Walsh, R'69, G'71, has been promoted to senior vice president, creative
manager of Doyle Dane Bernbach/New
York, one of the world's leading advertising agencies. He joined the agency in 1978
as a copywriter and was promoted to vice
president in 1984. He holds bachelor's and
master's degrees in English from the honors program at UR. He resides in Manhattan with his wife

70's
John S. Ely, B'70, has been selected for
promotion to Lt. Col. in the U.S. Air
Force. He is chief of Aircrew Standardization and Evaluation for the 317 Tactical
Airlift Wing, Pope AFB, N.C. He has just
been hired as a pilot for the 89th Military
Airlift Wing, Andrews AFB, Md., the
same wing that flies and maintains "Air
Force One."
R. Bradford Partrea, B'70, has been promoted to senior vice president with Atlanta Mortgage and Investment Co. He is a
senior partner with the firm.
Peter H. Lunt, lr71, has been named senior vice president of Oxford Mortgage &
Investment Corp., the mortgage and investment banking subsidiary of Oxford
Development Corp. He wil! be responsible for directing the Institutional Markets
Group, which includes developing programs in debt and joint venture markets
to be utilized for Oxford developed projects. Prior to Joining Oxford in 1985 as
vice president for debt placement, Lunt
was a principal with K.T. Wade and Associates Inc., a Washington, D.C., based
rea l estate investment banking firm. He
received an M.B.A. from Indiana U.
G. Ed mond Massie IV, AFLM, CCIM.
R'7l, was nominated for 1987 vice president of the REAL TORS Land Institute
The REAL TORS Land Institute has approximately 4,000 members across the nation and its members specialize in the brokerage and development of land. Massie
is an associate broker with Joyner and Co.
Realtors in Richmond. He holds the designation of AFLM (Accredited Farm and
Land Member) and CCIM (Certified Commercial Investment Member). Among his
awards arc the REALTORS Land Institute
Virginia Chapter's Farm and Land broker
of the year award for 1983, a special Past
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President's Award for his activities as
chapter president in 1982, and a national
award for an outstanding transaction for
1979. He and his wife, Ellen, live with
their two daughters in Hanover Courthouse
El bridge Lehmann Walker Jr. , U'71, is a
produce manager with MW Manufacturers Inc. in Rocky Mount, Va . He was mar
ried on June 11, 1985, and lives with his
wife, Suzanne; son, William; and daughter, Michele
Larry Joe Austin, R'72, received his Doctor of Ministry degree from The Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville,
Ky .,onMay23, 1986.
Barry N. Greene, R'72, has joined F&M
Bank, Richmond, as assistant vice president.
Stuart E. Katz, L'n, has been elected to
the Fourth District Committee of the Virginia State Bar after serving as president
of the Portsmouth Bar Association.
John S. Keller, R'72, is returning to graduate school fo r a master's degree in applied behavioral sciences.
Larry Alan Maier, R'72, is an operations
manager with Seaboard Energy Systems
in Virginia Beach, Va. He lives with his
wife, Deborah, and two children, Kristin
and Jennifer
Dan Cantrell, R'73, is working with
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co. in Louisville, Ky. He is in product development
and has been awarded seven patents on
cigarette filter designs for B&W. Cantrell
was previously with American Tobacco
Co. in research & development from 197377. He reports that he is doing very well
in the tobacco business, thanks to Dr. W.
Allan Powell who set up his interview
with American Tobacco back in April
1973. Cantrell lives in Goshen, Ky., with
his wife, Carmen, and two children,
Ryan, 7, and Heather, 4.
Lawrence Edward Davis 11, R'73, is a mechanical supervisor with Du Pont in Wilmington, Del. He and his wife live in
Chadd's Ford, Penn.
Charles P. Inman Jr., B'73, is vice presi·
dent, operations/finance, with Charles E.
Brauer Co. Inc. in Richmond.
David J. Larson, B'73, manager of the
Employee Benefits Department for Travelers Insurance Co., Roanoke, Va. has been
designated a Certified Employee Benefit
Specialist (CEBS) by the International
Foundation of Employee Benefit Plans
and the Wharton School of the U. of
Pennsylvania. Larson, a Chartered Life
Underwriter, qualified for the designation
by passing a series of national examinations and by meeting and attesting to high
standards of business and professional
conduct
Charles T. Nultle, R'73, has been promoted to a Richmond area assistant vice president with the Bank of Virginia. He is an
account executive in the Asset Based
Lending Division where he has worked
since joining the bank in 1979. He was
promoted to commercial loan officer in
198!. Nuttle is enrolled in UR's M.B.A
program.
David P. Clarke, R'74, has been named
director of real estate for Farm Fresh Inc
Before joining the Norfolk-based supermarket chain, he was a senior real estate

representative for Kentucky Fried Chicken
for two years and a real estate representative for Safeway Stores Inc. in Richmond fur six years
James W. Copley Jr., B'74, B'77, has been
named vice president of funds management for Consolidated Healthcare Inc.
Consolidated Healthcare is an affiliate of
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Va. He joined
Blue Cross & Blue Shield in 1975 and his
most recent position was director of investment and cash management.
Thomas J. O'Connor Ill, R'74, is a peanut
broker with O'Connor and Company Inc.
in Suffolk, Va. He and his wife, Cheryl,
live on Oak Island.
D. Ware Branch, M.D ., R'75, is an assistant professor in obstetrics/gynecology
with the U. of Utah School of Medicine.
Earle S. Humphreys, C'75, is a customer
engineering manager with Tandem Computers Inc. in Santa Ciara, Calif
D. Scott Showalter, B'75, has been named
a partner with Peat Marwick Mitchell &
Co. in New York.
Katrin Brenner Colamarino, L'76, of New
York, joined Logica, a financial software
company, as corporate counsel and secretary in April 1986. She runs the law department and reports that it is a very challenging and rewarding job
Howard T. Macra e Jr., L76, married Linda Marie Kramer on June 28 in the Wren
Chapel at the College of William and
Mary. They arc living in Midlothian, Va
Linda is a tax manager in the Richmond
office of Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.
and Howard is vice president and assistant general counsel of Wheat, First Securities Inc.
J. Daniel Marsh, R'76, is a senior scientist
for the Department of Defense. He lives
in Roseville, Calif., with his wife, Margaret G. Ma rsh, W76, and three children,
John, 7; Ben, 5; and Adair, 18 months.
W. Eugen e McCook, B'76, director of treasury service with A.H. Robins Co., has
been named a trustee of the National Association of Fleet Administrators
Robert A. Prehn, R76, has been appointed by Louisiana Gov. Edwin Edwards to
serve on the state's Elderly Health Care
Council. Prehn, who holds a doctorate in
geriatric psychology, is executive director
of the Louisiana Association of Home
Health Agencies and an instructor at Our
Lady of the Lake Regional Medical Center
in Baton Rouge. He has spoken extensively on issues concerning the elderly and is
the author of numerous articles in the
area of elderly health care. He lives with
his wife, Alina, and son in Baton Rouge.
Douglas D. Callaway, R'77, L'80, is assistant corporate counsel with Central Fidelity Bank in Richmond
Michael R. DuVal, R'77, has become pastor of the Thaxton Baptist Church, Thaxton, Va. He and his wife, Debbie, and
their IS-month-old daugh ter, Allison Michelle, live in Thaxton
F. Thomas Smiley, 8'77, was elected assistant vice president-controller with Owens & Minor Inc. He has served as the
company's internal auditor, assistant controlle r and most recently, controller.
William Tho r Temple, B'77, is a mortgage
banking consultant with Computer Power
lnc. in Jacksonville, Fla.

Dale S. Boggs, U'78, has been promoted
to a vice president with Sovran Bank. She
works in the human resources division
and previously served as an assistant vice
president
Chris Conve r, R'78, has been named manager of the Baptist Book Store at The
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in
Louisville, Ky. A native of Washington,
D.C., Chris earned the Master of Divinity
and Doctor of Philosophy degrees from
Southern Seminary and was a part-lime
sales clerk for the book store from 1981
until assuming the manager's position in
the spring of 1986. He and his wife, the
former Patricia Joe Brackney of Ft. Worth,
Texas, are the parents of two sons.
Charles E. " Rusty" Fancher Jr., R'78, is
with the Retail Properties Division of
Grubb & Ellis Co. in Seattle, Wash .
R. Steven Jordan, B'78, has joined Smithfield Companies as a corporate controller.
He will be responsible for accounting and
financial planning for Smithfield and its
operating units. He previously worked for
the accounting firm of Burrus, Paul and
Turnbull
Daniel S. Keenan, R'78, is a district representative with Valeo Chemical Co. in
Wichita, Kan. He is part of the Marine
Corps Reserve in Wichita and is also active with the Wichita Chamber of Commerce and the Cessna Flying Club
Charles R. Ke rsh, R'78, is an assistant
professor of radiology with the Division of
Radiation Oncology at the U. Va. School of
Medicine in Charlottesville, Va. Dr. Kersh
lost his son, Patrick, on Feb. 6, 1986
J. Lawren ce Sulli van, 8'78, has been
named vice president of marketing with
National Card Control Inc. He has served
as vice president and controller of the
company since 1984
James M. van den Berg, R'78, has been
promoted to division manager of the Richmond sales division for Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.
Edward George Herbste r, 8'79, is in graduate school at the U. of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill.
Anthony F. Iovino, R'79, and his wife
have a new daughter, Amanda Joan, born
April 4, 1986. Iovino is a partner in the
law firm of Bondi & Iovino in New Hyde
Park, N.Y.
Eliza beth Nylander, B'79, is a systems analyst with MAI/Basic Four in Dedham,
Mass. She moved in September to Cambridge, Mass., and enjoyed a December
vacation in Rio de Janeiro.
Thomas H. Parsons, R'79, is a coal preparation engineer with Science Applications
International Corp. in Homer City, Pa.
John Carroll Shelton, B'79, is a general
manager with Group W Cable in Skokie,
lll. He and his wife, Christine, have a
new daughter, Ashley Eliwbcth, born
July 24, 1986. Ashley joins brother, Timothy, 31/2, and sister, Tamara, 11/2.

SO'S
l. Daniel Burtn er Jr., R'S0, graduated
from pharmacy school at the Medical Col-

v,

F. Jefferson James, L'81, has left the Commonwealth's Attorney's Office in Portsmouth and has become associated with
the firm of Basnight, Creekmore, Wright,
Jones and Kinser, P.C. in Chesapeake,

Barry Dodson, 8'80, has been promoted
to vice president with Hilldrup Transfer &
Storage Co. He will supervise the lung
distance fleet and coordinate operations
for all lU!ldrup's branches. Dodson began
his career with Hilldrup Transfer in 1975
and has held various positions, including
five years as operations manager. His office will remain at Hilldrup's Stafford, Va.,
branch.
Robert C. Gerri nger, L'80, of Houston,
Texas, is a member of a 14-man firm specializing in litigation on the defense side.
Included in his practice is medical malpractice, workers' compensation, auto,
and toxic torts. He is single but has been
dating a native Huustonian for about a
year. He says, "Y'all come down and visit
us!"
Stephen S. Hadley, R'80, is director of the
Oysterponds Historical Society in Orient,
Long Island, N.Y. He manages a museum
with five 19th-century houses on a village
complex in an old whaling community.
The museum has been open to the public
since 1944. Hadley is the former curator of
the Marsh Gallery at UR
Warren H. Klemt, R'80, was named an assistant vice president/loan officer by North
Jersey Savings and Loan Association of
Clifton, N.J.
Joan Ap ril McGuigan, L'80, joined two
other attorneys in October 1985 at The
Buckley Group, a nationwide company
providing legal search services to law
firms and corporate legal departments.
George Peyton Neatrour, M. D., R'80, is
currently doing an ophthalmology residency at Eastern Va . Medical School. He
graduated from the U. Va. Medical School
in 1984 and married Leslie Anne Stine,
W'80, in June 1984. They are currently residing in Virginia Beach, Va
Kenneth Paciocco, L'80, and wife, Sherry,
announce the birth of their second child,
Doran Thomas, born on March 6, 1986.
Their first child, Justin Berkley, is two
years old.
Harold Russell Wilkins, R'80, is a chemist
with ChemTreat Inc. in Ashland, Va
Larry Adams, M.D., R'81, recently graduated from Georgetown U. Medical School
and is interning at Hahnemann U. in Philadelphia, Penn
W. Bruce Barham, R'81, is a physician in
the U.S. Navy on assignment in the Mediterranean. I le is beginning his secondyear residency in internal medicine .
Scott H. Francis, D.D.S., R'S!, is a lieutenant in the U.S. Naval Reserves Dental
Corp.
Ginger Gardner, 8'81, and Jim Kachline,
R'81, were married Aug. 24, 1985. Ginger
is a mass marketing representative for
Provident Life and Accident and Jim is an
attorney for Miller & Martin in Chattanooga, Tenn
Mark R. Jackson, R'81, has recently completed an internship in general surgery at
Brooke Army Medical Center. He is curren tly with the U.S. Army Jnstitute Surgical Resea rch Bum Unit at Fort Sam Houston in Texas.

Step hen A. Parsons, R'81, is a claims
manager with John Hancock Financial
Services in Greensboro, N.C
Laurel M. Payne, R'Sl, is a mo rtgage loan
servicing representative with United Carolina Bank in Wilmington, N.C
Ian Stewart. B'81, has been promoted to
managing director of A.H. Robins Co.,
Ltd, of the United Kingdom. lie joined
Robins in 1974 as controller for South African operations and became general manager of A.H. Robins (South Africa) Ltd., a
former subsidiary, prior to coming to the
company's Richmond headquarters in
1978 as manager of financial services. He
has also served as assistan t treasurer and
director of risk management; and as vice
president for administration and international development in the company's
Medical Instruments Division. A native of
Sanbach, Cheshire, in the United Kingdom, Stewart graduated from the Manchester College of Commerce in that count,y
Jay Surles, 8'81, has been appointed to
the position of administrative manager
with Hilldrup Transfer & Storage Co. He
will be responsible for 1-lilldrup's information systems and administrative duties for
all locations. Surles began his career with
Hilldrup Transfer in 1982.
Brian S. Wills, R'S!, is working on his
Ph.D. in history at the U. of Georgia in
Athens.
Richard Diamonstein, L'82, has left the
Norfolk firm of Hofheimer, Nusbaum,
McPhaul & Brenner and has joined Paramount industrial Cos. Inc. as general
counsel and assistant comptroller.
George Ehinger, R'82, has been appointed
vice president and loan officer for the
New Haven office of COMFED Mortgage
Co. Inc. COMFED Mortgage is the largest
originator of residen tial mortgage loans in
New England and a wholly-owned susidiary of COMFED Savings Bank. Before
joining COMFED, Ehinger spent three
years with MCI Telecommunications in
Ryebrook, N.Y. He resides in Greenwich,
Conn.
Robert D. Fanelli, R'82, of Warminster,
Pa., was awarded his M.D. degree from
the Medical College of Pennsylvania on
May 31, 1986. Dr. Fanelli will begin his
surgical residency in July al Stamford
Hospital, Stamford, Conn.
Jud W. Smith, B'82, is a sales representative with Pacific BMW in Glenda le,
Calif. Jud vacationed with Jim Ryan, 8'82,
and his wife in Dallas, Texas, at the Oklahomaffexas football game last fall.
M. Dean Crouch, R'83, has been promoted to international banking officer with
Bank of Virginia. He is assigned to the International Division where he monitors
the bank's Latin American loan portfolio.
Prior to joining this division, Dean
worked as a credit anaylst for two and a
half years
William Davidson III, R'83, is a thirdyear medical student at Georgetown U. in
Washington, D.C

lege of Va. in 1983. He is married to the
former Beth Thomas and they have a
daughter, Dawn Marie, born March 13,
1986. The llurtners live in Harrisonburg,

v,
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John G. Grady, R'83, was married to
Leigh Anne Donahue, U'83, on May 10,
1986. He is an engineer with C&P Telephone Co. of Va
C. Michae l Irvin Jr., R'83, is a roadmaster
with Norfolk and Western Railway. He
and his wife, Martha Kennedy Irvin,
8'82, are relocating to Wise, Va.
David P. Maloney, R'83, is a manager
with Morris Tile Distributors in Alexandria, Va
Jacqueline Maykranz, L'83, was married
in May 1985 to Eric Kraeutler. They reside
in Philadelphia, where she is an associate
at Morgan, Lewis and 8ockius and Eric is
an assistant U.S. attorney for the eastern
district of Pennsylvania.
Mitchell L Moore, R'83, and Sharon
Hoyle, W'84, were married June 21, 1986
Mitch is director of annual giving at UR
and Sharon is an engineer with C&P Telephone in Richmond, Va.
Kent P. Porter, L'83, is employed as an
assistant commonwealth attorney for the
City of Norfolk, Va.
James R. Sack, R'83, is a lawyer with Macey, Wilensky, Cohen and Wittner in Atlanta, Ca.
Loraine D. Wilkinson, C'83, has joined
the Ortho Pharmaceutical Corp. as a sales
representative in the Richmond division
A native of Petersburg, Ya., she received
her B.A. degree from Elon College. Before
Joining Ortho, she taught in Virginia and
North Carolina. She resides in Richmond
Linda E. Grasso, 8'84, is an account executive with Henry J. Kaufman & Associates
in Washington, D.C.
Howard D. Peace, R'84, has completed an
11-week recruit training cycle at the Marine Corps Depot in Parris Island, S.C.
James D. Stuck, R'84, is a Navy seaman
and has completed an eight-week recruit
training program at Recruit Training Command in San Diego, Calif.
Jeff A. Brown, R'85, has just completed
his first year of medical school with the
Medical College of Va.
Kathleen Fugelsang, L'85, has been admitted to the New York Bar and is now an
associate al Wartman, Fumuso, Kelly, DeVerna & Snyder, a medical malpractice
firm in New York
Matthew E. Potts, R'85, is director of marketing and a copywriter with Ellis Associates Corporate Communications in
Westport, Conn.
Bill Shawcross, R'85, is an account executive with Sovran Bank, N.A., in Richmond.
John W. Steele, L'85, is practicing rea! estate law with Hirschler, Fleischer, Weinberg, Cox & Allen since graduation in December 1985. He married Janet S. 8
White in September 1985.
Mary Louise Bracken, 8'86, is an employee benefits representative with Aetna Life
and Casualty.
Colleen F. Brune, 8'86, is a junior accountant with Peat, Marwick and Mitchell in
Baltimore, Md
Thomas M.W. Coleman, R'86, is an atmosphere supervisor with Kings Dominion
in Doswell, Va.
Michael D. Craft, R'86, is a news photographer with WWBT-12, a Jefferson Pilot
Communications television station in
Richmond
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Scott Cullather, R'86, is in management
with Colonial Parking in Rockville, Md.
Lynn DeSoye, 8'86, is a commercial account manager with MCI Telecommunications in Richmond.
Brandon Ewing, R'86, is a management
ana lyst with the Secretary of the Army
(DOD) in Washington, D.C.
Jerry Foer, R'86, is enrolled in the general
psychology program at American U.
David R. Gas ton, 8'86, is in marketing
with Burroughs Corp. in Richmond
Rebec~a D. Gatten, 8'86, is a staff accountant with Coopers and Lybrand in Richmond.
Michael Gray, R'86, is acting assistant
manager of the Virginia ABC Commission
in Richmond
B. Diane Henry, 8'86, is a staff accountant
with Charles M. Terry & Co. of Richmond
Monica Manno, 8'86, is a staff auditor
with Peat, Marwick & Mitchell in Philadelphia, Pa
Elizabeth A. McLaughlin, B'86, is a financial assistant with the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board in Washington, D.C.
Amanda Montgomery, 8'86, is a sales
support analyst with CIGNA Corp. in
Bloomfield, Conn.
Edward Newman, R'86, is a personnel assistant with D.M.J.M. in Los Angeles,
Calif
David C.J. O'Brien, R'86, is a sales representative with David R. McGeorge Toyota
in Richmond
Mark Richards, R'86, is a management
trainee with First Virginia Bank in Falls
Church, Va
John F. Schwabe, R'86, is a medical malpractice claims consultant/analyst with
Virginia Professional Underwriters Inc. in
Richmond
James J. Shea III, R'86, is an account controller with State Street Bank in Boston,
Mass
Stephen K. Smith, R'86, is a consultant
with McNeil Pharmaceutical in Spring
!louse, Pa
Thomas M. Streep, R'86, is a model with
Dwyer and Weisman in New York City.

MARRIAGES
Howard T. Macrae Jr. L'76, and Linda
Marie Kramer, June 28, 1986
Ginger Gardner, 8'81, and Jim Kachline,
R'81, Aug. 24, 1985.
John G . Grady, R'83, and Leigh Anne
Donahue, U'83,May10, 1986
Jacqueline Maykranz, L'83, and Eric
Kraeutler,May1985.
Mitchell L. Moore, R'83, and Sharon
Hoyle, W'84,June21, 1986.
Carrie Wittie, 8'83, and John Coehausen,
Oct.26, 1985
Chip Ashton, 8'84, and Lisa Versprille,
W'85, March 22, 1986.
Karen Barclay, 8'85, and Michael Robinson, 8'84, April 19, 1986
Kathy Fitzgerald, B'85, and Ken Johnson,
8'84, June 28, 1986. Among the attendants
were Greg Trepp, 8'84; John Moore, R'84;
and Claire Grant, W'85.
Sharon Elizabet h Lee, 8'85, and Lemuel
Wilbur "Butch" Cheatham 111, June 21,
1986

John W. Steele, L'85, and Janet S.B
White, September 1985

BIRTHS
1975/Robert I. Efird, (R), and his wife,
Forrest Hughes, a son, Charles Hughes
Efird, born Feb. 21, 1986.
1977/Mr. and Mrs. Hartwell Harrison,
(L), a daughter, Anne Tucker, born March
17,1986.
1979/Mr. and Mrs. Anthony F. Iovino,
(R), a daughter, Amanda Joan, born April
4,1986.
1979/John Carroll Shelton, (B), and his
wife, Christine, a daughter, Ashley Eliz.abeth, born July 24, 1986
1980/L Daniel Burtner Jr., (R), and his
wife, Beth, a daughter, Dawn Marie, born
March 13, 1986.
1980/Kenneth Paciocco, (L}, and his wife,
Sherry, a son, Doran Thomas, born March
6,1986.
1981/William S. Patterson 111, (B), and his
wife, Suzanne Seiler Patterson, W'82, a
son, Robert William, born May 11, 1986.
1985/Mr. and Mrs. David. L Pillsbury,
(L), a daughter, Abigail Jo.

DEATHS
1917/Howard G . "Jake" Privott, (R), of
Norfolk, Va., died Dec. 8, 1985. He was
retired as president of Old Dominion
Foundry Works Inc. A member of Berkley
Avenue Baptist Church and the Executives Club, he had been on the Board of
Trustees of Fork Union Military Academy
and a director of Merchants and Planters
Bank.
1922/The Rev. Vernon Camey Hargroves,
(R, H'4l), former world Baptist leader,
died June 25, 1986. Dr. Hargroves was
pastor of the Baptist Church of Germantown, Pa., for nearly 40 years. He was active at the national and international levels and served as president in several organizations, including the Baptist World
Alliance, the American Baptist Conven~
tion, the Greater Philadelphia Council of
Churches, the Pennsylvania Bible Society,
and the Ministerial Association of Germantown and Chestnut Hi ll. He also
served as moderator of the Philadelphia
Baptist Associa tion and chairman of the
North American Baptist Fellowship. Born
in Virginia, he was raised in Churchland
and attended UR. He received degrees
from Princeton U. and studied at The
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in
Louisville, Ky., and Princ.::ton Theological
Seminary. After graduation he went to
China to teach at the American School in
Kuling, then returned to the U.S. in 1925
to accept a call to the pulpit of the Princeton Baptist Church in Princeton, N.J. In
1927 he moved to Weatherford Memorial
Church in Richmond, and in 1932 moved
to the Second Baptist Church in Germantown, Pa. Dr. Hargroves was active in
Philadelphia civic life during his pastorate. He was awarded honorary doctoral
degrees by UR and Temple U
1923/Dr. Edgar Mullins Johnson, (R), of
Richmond, died Feb. 16, 1986. He was a
professor of education emeritus at Longwood College. A native of Kentucky, Dr

Johnson came to Richmond with his family in 1907. After receiving his degree
from UR, he obtained a master's degree
from Ya le U. in 1927 and a doctora te from
Columbia U. in ]942. From 1931 to 1939,
he taught in Buckingham County and
from 1939 until his retirement in 1%7 he
taught at Longwood College.
1924/E manue l Passamaneck, {R), of Alex·
andria, Va., died Feb. 20, 1986. He was a
retired chemist
1927/Robert G. Bledsoe Jr., (R), of South
Boston, Va., died May 26, 1986. He was a
practicing attorney in the South Boston·
Halifax County area and a member of the
First Baptist Church of South Boston
1928/William Add ison Vand egrift, (R), of
Hyattsville, Md., died Jan. 30, 1986. He
was a retired office manager with the
Janco Co., a Beltsville, Md., firm that in·
stalls greenhouses. He was born in Cumberland, Md. After graduating from UR,
he earned a law degree at George Washington U. After serving in the Army in
Europe during World War II, he worked
for several private firms in the 1950s be·
fore joining Janco in 1958. He retired in
1968. Vandegrift was a member of the Li·
ons Club and the First Baptist Church of
Hyattsville
1929/Ralph Spencer Martin, (R), of Rich·
mond, died Feb. 5, 1986
1929/R. Stirli ng Phip ps, (R), of Christ·
church, Va., died April 18. 1986
1930/Rob ert Henry Eva ns, (B), of Wil·
liamsburg, Va., died Jan. 28, 1986. He was
a retired treasurer for the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation. A I lenrico County
native, he had been a Williamsburg resi·
dent since 1939. He was a member of the
Williamsburg Baptist Church and a former
master of the Williamsburg Masonic
Lodge.
1930/Ralph D. Cra wford, (RJ, of Titusville, Fla., died Feb. 3, 1986. He was re·
tired from Bendix Corp
1935/Daniel Brunson Terry Sr., M. D .. {R),
of Homerville, Ca., died May 25, 1985
After receiving his degree from UR, Dr
Terry earned a degree in medicine from
Tulane U. School of Medicine in 1940 and
went into private practice. He was a dea·
con of the First Baptist Church in Homer·
ville and former president of the Clinch
County Chamber of Commerce
193Sffhe Hon. John F. Carro ll Jr., (R), of
Midlothian, Va., died March 24. 1986. He
was a retired attorney and former judge
l 93Sffhomas Edmund McGe hee, (R), of
Charlottesville, Va., died June 20, 1986
He was retired manager of the Charlottesville office of the Virginia Employment
Commission. A native of Kents Store in
Fluvanna County, McGehee worked his
way through UR as the operator of the
campus barbershop. He earned a master's
degree in history from U.Va. He taught
school for several years and served as a
recruiter in the Navy during WVvll. After
the war he served briefly as a parole officer before going to work for the VEC in
!946. ln 1958hebccamemanagerufthe
Charlottesville VEC office, a position he
held until his retirement in 1976. He was
a member of Byrd Chapel United Met hod•
isl Church in Kents Store and was active
in First United Methodist Church in Charlottesville

1935/Wallace C. Bowling, (R), of Richmond, died Feb. 1, 1986.
1937/Grady H. Jones Jr., (R), of Blackstone, Va., died Feb. 18, 1986
1938/Albert J. Ochsner 11, M .D., (R), of
Yuma, Ariz., died Feb. 14, 1986
1939/Everett Lee Noble, (R), of Richmond,
died June 6, 1986. He was retired as secretary-treasurer of West Engineering Co. A
certified public accountant, Nobel joined
West Engineering Co. as secretary-treasurer in 1959 and retired in 1985. He was a
member of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, the Virginia So·
ciety of Certified Public Accountants and
the National Accounting Organization. He
was also a member of Ginter Park Baptist
Church and the Richmond Civitan Club.
1941/Granville Harding Steinmetz, (R), of
Richmond, d ied April 23, 1986. A master
craftsman and cabinetmaker for over 45
years, he owned Steinmetz Antiques of
Richmond. His specialty was reproductions of 17th and 18th century furniture
for museums, organizations and individuals. He was a member of Christ Ascen•
sion Episcopal Church.
1946/John Beverl y Dudley Jr. , (R), of
Richmond, died May 31, 1986. He was
vice president of SMW Corp. and past
president of the Home Builders Associa·
lion of Richmond. He joined the Somers
M. Wilton Corp. as a builder and develop•
er in 1982. He became vice president of
SMW Corp. in August 1983. He was also
a national and state director of the Hume
Builders Association
1946/Reynolds H. Ra, kett Jr., (R), of Richmond, died Oct. 5, 1985
1948/William Dew Gresham, (R), of Wilmington, Del., died July 4, 1986. He was a
former assistant librarian at UR in the
1950s and also served as a librarian in the
Richmond library. In 1959 he moved to
Wilmington and worked as a school librarian until his retirement in 1983. After
completing his bachelor's degree at UR,
he earned master's degrees from Harvard
and Columbia universities
1949/John W. Hicks, (R), of Cherry Hill,
N.J., died Oct. 7, 1984. He had retired
from the Navy as a lieutenant commander
in 1970 after23 years of service. After his
retirement he ta ught math in area high
schools and junior colleges and participated in dance bands.
1949/Henry Dillard Ward, (R, C'60), of
Varina, Va., died May 26, 1986. He was
principal of George F. Baker Elementary
School in Henrico County from 1957 until
he retired in 1983. A Lunenburg County
native, he earned his bachelor's degree
and re turned for his master's degree from
UR in 1960. He taught physics and was
assistant principal at Varina High School
from 1951 to 1957. He was a past presi·
dent of the Battlefield Ruritan Club, a
member of the Henrico Volunteer Rescue
Squad, Hanover Avenue Christian Church
and Masonic Lodge 272.
1953/William H. Lohmann, (R), of Richmond, died March 6, ]986. A lifelong resident of Richmond, he was vice president
of the trust departmen t of Sovran Bank.
After grad uating from UR, Lohmann attended banking school at Northwestern
U. He was a member of the U.S. Nava l
Reserve for 25 years and retired asa cap·

tain in 1979. He was a member of the
Louis Ginter Botanical Gardens and St
John's United Church of Christ.
1957/Frederich 0. Ogden 111, (BJ, of Rich·
mond, died Feb. 24, 1986. He was senior
executive vice president and co-owner of
J. W. Ferguson and Suns Inc., a printing
firm. A native of New Orleans, Ogden
joined the printing firm as a typesetter in
1954. He ruse to production manager and
later vice president and part-owner before
being promoted to senior executive vice
president. He served in the U.S. Army in
Korea. Ogden was a member of the Izaak
Walton League, the Bull and Bear Club
and St . James Episcopal Church.

Westhampton

'21
Frances Vaughan faglie
6004 Indigo Rood
Ric/1mond, Va. 23230
Te resa Pollak was pleased about a major
retrospective exhibition of her work by the
Anderson Gallery of VCU which opened
Sept. 7, 1986, and lasted through Oct. 5,
1986. Included was a special oil painting
of hers, "The River," as well as 44 draw·
ings executed on her European trip in
1%2
G ladys Lumsden McC utcheon had a
visit from her daughter who lives in Geor·
gia and who is interested in a Virginia col·
lege for her daughter.
Ma ry Hart Willis Humfre y has special contacts with 155 people who call her
"Aunt," as well as mental stimulation
from crossword puzzles.
Mary Blackwell Hudnall is the un·
seen force in helping her daughter attain
her Ph.D. at the Bowman-Gray Medical
School of Wake Forest U
Ma y Thompso n Evans has estab·
lished a second scholarship in the UR De·
partment of Political Science for a West·
hampton senior majoring in political sci·
ence.
Virginia E. Lane's vision has been restored following the onset of hemorrhage
and large obstructive clots. This blessing
together with good walking companions,
programs in Bible study, choir practice,
exercise classes, plus council and adminis·
trative meetings leave little time for wor·

'Y·

Elizabeth Elsea is still kicking and
that is what counts at this time. A high
jump contest is just what we need!!
Cammie Robinson Hess-world traveler, "movie star" when her picture-;que
yard invites, great companion when classmates stay home, and still young enough
tu be acclaimed my daughter when we are
seen together
Two events of my year worth publicizing are getting together the class notes
and my annual trip. The former is stimulating and the latter relaxing. I'm ready
for the latter.
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'25
Elma H. Ashton
9229 Arli11gton Blvd. #504
Fairfax, Va. 22031

Martha Lipscomb Walsh is getting along
very well. She is limited in what she can
du, but she still driws close to home and
takes care of her ruses
Mickey (Idaline) Mcveigh Ratcliffe is
now in a nursing home in Kilmarnock
Husband "Rat" lives nearby and she is
able tu go out with him occasionally. Julia
Decker Bristow and husband "Monk" arc
well. Their two suns, their wives and children were visiting Julia and Monk the day
I called
Anne Gordon Stewart regrets that
she is unable tu get tu Wt'slhampton
events. She uses one cane and her husband uses two, so it is difficult for them to
do many things . Anne keeps in touch
with Emeline Stearns who seems tu be
well
Elizabeth (Bean) Abernathy continues
to enjoy living in a retirement residence in
Louisville. She still drives and is able to
visit friends in the city.
Billie (Alpha) Gordon Atwill enjoys
retirement home life. She says she has
dis.abilities but she gets around well in her
apartment and has an ele.:tric wheelchair
that takes her to other parts of the complex. She had to give up her car
In January, I had a foll that incapacitated me for a while, but the physical
therapists here at The Virginian got me
back in motion . ln May I had an eye implant. My car sits in front of the building
awaiting the day I can drive it again.
Please write and let me know about you.

A letter from Pearle Powell Prillaman
with dippings from the Roanoke paper
brought news of Mildred Pope Anderson's death. We send our sympathy to
her husband, Ernest.
Elizabeth Hale seems well and appreciates all of the many things that arc done
for the residents at the Culpeper Baptist
llome
Agnes Petets Nolan and her husband
recently celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary. She has held offices in a number of organizations
Ruth Haverty writes that she is well
and with the help of a cousin she has finished a book about her mother's genealogy. She stays busy with church and club
activities
We send our sympathy to Ga rland
January Co nn whose son died after suffering a heart attack while on a scuba diving
trip in the Caribbean
Helen Moon continues to be in very
serious condition in the Health Care Unit
at Westminster-Canterb ury since suffering
a stroke last October
Ge nie Riddick Steck and husband
Fred arc planning to move in the fall to a
retirement home in Raleigh. They went in
June to Ohio to see their daughter receive
her Ph .D. in English and her son graduate
from college.
Nancy Rey nolds Smith is making
plans to come to Westminster-Canterbury.
She has sold her house in Charlottesville
and is renting an apartment there until
one is available here
Thelma Pruden Stanton and husband
Kemp have moved from Florida to Garden
City, S.C. Unfortunately, "Prudy" had a
fall and broke her hip during the move.
We arc indebted to Virginia Perkins
Yeaman for getting out the letters for the
alumnae fund each year. Let's show our
appreciation by sending in our contributions if we haven't already done it
Please continue to send me news!

'31
Margaret C. Leake

'27

30

4630Hanover Ave
Richmond, Va. 23226
Louise Waller St. George and her granddaughter at the Medical College of Va.,
Carolina Beattie; Selma Roth sc hild Mann;
Hattie Habel Moeschler and her daughter
Mary Lou Forte '64; Page Cauthorne
Spellman; Elizabeth Gill Minor; and
Margaret Leake gathered for the occasion
of our 55th year class reunion, May 1986.
We read letters sent by Lucille Clay Bernard, Mary Faulkner Jordan and Laurrette
Taylor Sullivan.
Hattie's granddaugh ter, Karen
Moeschler, is a WC 1986 graduate. Page
arrived in a new car purchased th e week
before. Laurretta and Gene have d,xided
to make Florida's Clearwater their retirement home
Our love to Lucille whose husband,
Dwight, died in the foll of 1984. Each year

she spends six weeks with their two children in California. Mary and Bob were
travelling north for a grandson's graduation from Dartmouth. They plan a trip
through Richmond this foll
Maude Mahaney's two nephews,
George's sons, dosed the Clifton Forge
house and brought her to Hopewell
where thev can look out for her
Our l~ve goes to husband, B.X., and
family of Frances Kerr Barnett who
passed away in May 1986
Class officers for the next five years
are: Carolina and Page sharing the offices
of president and fund chairman. I will
continue lo report the class news. Put
your thoughts on paper-NOW- and
send them

'33
&rtrudeB. Dyson

14MalvemAvenue
Richmond, Va. 23221
Ann Welsh had a trip to London and Paris in the spring with the Bill Welsh family
She visited them in June to attend granddaughter Kathryn·s high school graduation in Akron. Kathryn entered U.Va. this
fall
Etta Whitehead Nachman with her
children and grandchildren spent a
week's vacation at Capon Springs
Phoebe Drewry Thiermann and Tony
enjoyed a Caribbean cruise
Our heartfelt sympathy is extended to
Vivian Hart Tillinghast's sister in the
dea th of Vivian in May
Elizabeth Gray enjoyed a trip to New
Zealand and Australia via Tahiti. Honolulu and Los Angeles. Later. the furnace
back-fired, filling the house with oily soot!
Elizabeth Frazer Burslem has moved
lo Winchester, Va . Son Bill lives there
with his wife and three children. Daughter Caroline is only a five-hour drive
away.
Catherine Geoghegan Trulock spent
Easter with son Carl and her granddaughters. Daughter Dianne is working in Hamlet up in Stratford, Conn.
Etta, Marjorie Canada O'Riordan, Archie Fowlkes, Marian Clark and your
class sec retary attended the Annual Boatwrigh t Society Dinner in May.

'35
Gladys Smith Tatum
336 Lexington Road
Richmond, Va . 23226

The class grieves over the loss of Mary
Harrington Meaker, who died on June 5.
Ma ry's illness prevented her attending
our 50th reunion. Sympathy is extended
to Alice Harrington Hunt, who lost her
sister, Mary, and her brother, John.
Hazel Weaver Fobes has moved from
Webster, N.C., to Asheville. Betty Davis
Nester has recovered from a fall and bro-

ken hip. Lottie Britt Callis, LudJle Drake,
Bruce Harper Heisler and Gladys Smith
Tatum attended the John Marshall High
School 55th reunion.
Su e Whittet Wilson and husband Nat
had surgery during the spring. She had
eye surgery and Nat, a heart bypass.
Billy Rowlett Perkins vacationed
with one of her sons in Michigan. Bever•
ley Bates continues working at the Strat·
ford Hall Nursing Home. Jacquelin Johnston Gilmore traveled to Alaska with her
sister
Rhea Talley Stewart is writing for The
Hartford Courant. She was the recipient of
a plaque given in New York by the Afghanistan Foundation for her work for the
cause of the Afghan people. U.S. Sen. Edward M. Kennedy and U.S. Reps. Charles
Rangel and James Carter were on the dais
at the presentation. Rhea also was the
subject ofa full-page feature story in the
Joumallnquirer.

Margaret Gallaway, class president,
visited her sister in Kentucky
Mary Anne Guy Franklin has trav•
eled on all of the continents, including
Antarctica. She has lived in England and
Thailand and has visited England many
times
Harriet Walton and Gladys Smith Ta·
tum went to England and Scotland.
Eli:ubeth Clary Broaddus and her
husband spent ten days in Argentina and
Brazil. Charlie was one of several delegates from the International Association of
Refrigerated Warehousers who met with
South American warehousemen for a
study mission and exchange of ideas
Classmates visited with Miss Jean
Grey Wright at Westminster-Canterbury
on her birthday, July 19, and others sent
our class sponsor birthday cards. Mary
Pat Early Love helped to get many of us
together for the occasion.
The class attained its scholarship goal
of 510,000 ahead of its three-year schedule! Contributions will continue to be added to the 1935 Scholarship Fund.

'37
Peggy Louthan Shepherd
Box444

Gloucester Point, Va. 23062
Katherine Broyles Kerr
69MontaguStreet
Charleston, S.C.29401

'39
RosalieOiikes
4220Columbia Pike Apt. 2
Arlhigton, Va, 22204
Class members join in sending sympathy
to Dorothy Shell Wood in her recent loss
of husband "Skim pie." Dot has visited
her son in San Antonio, Texas, Mexico,
the Canadian Rockies and Vancouver's
EXPO '86. Her three children and five

grandchildren are a great help.
Elizabeth Burch Fowlkes had visits
from daughter Ann and two grandchildren ages 13 and 15 and from son Lee's
family of four, ages 4-13, during the summer. Husband Nonnan is making progress, though still on medication following heart surgery.
Elizabeth Ashbrooke Jackson's
daughter from California visited her with
the children two weeks during the summer.
Garland Wilson Brookes hosted a
spontaneous gathering of nearby '39ers
and spouses to see Martha and Eddie
Deichler when on their southern tour in
January. All four children have moved
residences during the year. Mary and
family lived with Garland and Greg while
their new house was under construction.
Betty and family moved to Richmond
from Wisconsin. Son Wilson is in Virginia
Beach.
Martha Elliott Deichler wrote, "We
took a ten-week trip to the southeast and
three weeks in Hawaii. Our children are
scattered-Philadelphia, Dallas and Pakistan! Now to settle down-craft teacher
for Tully Vacation Bible School and fouryear-old Library Story Lady in the fall,
plus choir."
Charlotte Anne Beale is keeping up
her church and community volunteer duties.
Nancy Gatewood Whitworth finds
that dressing women from her dress shop,
"Nancy's," in Wexford Vil!age is not as
satisfying as teaching students. She thinks
often of returning to Virginia from Hilton
Head, S.C.
Hermine Hoen Philips and husband
Bill enjoyed a trip to Richmond in May
1985 for her 50th Thomas Jefferson High
School reunion. Visits to relatives and former neighbors took them from Virginia
Beach to Staunton and from Baltimore to
Mt. Airy, N.C., via the Blue Ridge Parkway. Hermine and Bill are active in their
Episcopal church where Hermine is the
newly elected president of the women's
organization.
Jane Langley Boley and husband Lyle
are happily settled in Virginia Beach
Jane's sister and brother and both Boley
children with two grandchildren all live
within one mile!
Cally Ross Wiggin and Bruce continue to enjoy living in their over 200-yearold stone farmhouse in Augusta County
Last fall they had a visit with Lavinia
(Vin) Winston and Jimmy Edmunds in
Halifax.
Ruth Houser Kinson's younger
daughter had a girl on January 30 of this
year. She lives in New Jersey and the elder daughter is in Atlanta
Evelyn Hazard Angus and Ken spent
January and February at Marco Island,
Fla. En route home they stopped in Montreat to see Jessie and Bill Junkin. In May,
Evelyn and Ken welcomed their 11th
grandchild
Christian Duling Sponsler and Orville are enjoying a new screened-in porch
at their house.
Juliet Florance is recovering steadily
from heart bypass surgery following a

heart attack in January. Family, neighbors
and friends are caring for her.
Anne Epes Regester continues to enjoy gardening.
Rosalie Oakes visited one of her goddaughters in the Denver area and friends
in Claremont and Pomona, Calif., in July.
August was spent in the United Kingdom
with sister Ann, W'43.

'41
Betty Woodson Weaver
I700Salisbury Drive
Midlothia,i, Va.23113

An overwhelming success, our reunion
drew 48 in attendance, thanks to class
president Its Holden Slipek and reunion
committee members who met and
planned events months ahead
The Friday night class dinner celebration in Keller Hall included the following:
Its Holden Slipek decorated recipe boxes
as favors. She enlisted help from husband
Ed, son Stephen and daughter Betty Tabb
Pruitt who typed and assembled recipes
which had been gathered by Teensy Garrett Wimmer and Marion Yancey Petroff.
Assisting with decorating tables and
greeting guests were Lib Henry Belcher,
Alese Hardaway Prince, Bitsy Epes Hardy
and Anne Addison Bowling.
Jean Naesmith Dickinson and Margaret Purcell Spindler arranged display tables with samplings of various class hobbies and careers. Among those who sent
displays were Naomi Lewis Policoff, etchings and monoprints; Its Holden Slipek,
oil paintings; Helen Martin Laughon, articles in Antiques and other magazines on
silhouettes; and Ann Courtney Woodward, class scrapbook. Mary Owen Bass
and Dottie Hewes McGlincy arranged for
class biography booklets.
Marion Rawls Waymack read a class
prophecy. A. L. and Kitty Spencer Philpott were among those who reminisced
about college dating difficulties. Harold
and Virginia Omohundro Purcell recited
an original poem about our class.
The next morning's breakfast meeting
was held at the home of Mac and Toni
Wirth Whittet. Mayme O'Flaherty Stone
and Dorothy Harshbarger gave tributes to
deceased class members: Bernice Stephenson Hegarty, Edith Burfoot Lovig, Jane
Trevett Clark and Mildred Howerton
Jones. Our class secretary, Helen Dodd
Driscoll, died shortly after the reunion
Our sympathy went out also to those who
had lost a spouse: Margaret Purcell Spindler, Charlotte Patteson Dudley, Anne
Addison Bowling, Lib Henry Belcher,
Virginia Wood Hawkins, Betty Keesee
Rhodes and Margaret Forrer Wren. Congratulations go to Margaret Brittingham
Curtice and Lawrence Lovig Jr. on their
recent marriage.
The class officers for 1986-1991 are:
co-presidents, Virginia Wood Hawkins
and Toni Wirth Whittet; secretary, Betty
Woodson Weaver; treasurer, Elsie Satterwhite Elmo re; and fund chairman, Evelyn
Cosby.
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'43
Ann T. Oakes
4220 Columbia Pike, Apt. 2
Arlington, Va. 22204

Pepper Gardner Hathaway has been entertaining her four grandchildren one at a
time! She visited Bill and Caroly n Ba b b
Heflin in South Carolina after visiting
family and friends in North Carolina. She
also visited daughter Emily, now with a
newspaper in Providence, R.l., and son
Rick, who was married to Pam Scrinzi in
Florida in April. Son Bobby, on a one-year

Congressional Fellowship to Capitol Hill,
worked for Rep. Solarz of New York for
six months and is now in the office of
Sen. Mitchell of Maine. Pepper and Lou•
ise Cardozo Long were deligh ted to have
lunch with Effie Proffitt Young before Effie returned to Australia.
Ann Tucker Moore and Don spent a
long weehmd with Pepper when they
were in Richmond for the Medical College
of Va. Alumni Board meeting. Ann Byrd
took our class scrapbook home with herso send any '43 items you want to pre•
serve to her! She taught summer school
after a trip with Don to France and England (where she met the Queen) and a
history seminar in Albany. She and Don
have eight grandchildren
Ilse Schott Barnhart is on the planning commission for Nevada City. She entered the Democratic primary as a write-in
candidate, but her two-week campaign
wasnotlongenoughforhertowin.
Fran Beazley Bell, on summer leave
from her job in the winter office of Alford
Lake Camp for girls, entertained grandson
Nat, 13, on his first trip to New York City
After that, she had to repair her cottage at
Sebago Lake which had been battered by
hail stones the size of tennis balls! In
March she toured the Yucatan in Mexico.
Last fall she enjoyed a visi t from Dave
and Dolly Dorsey Garwood, Dolly's aunt,
and Maxine Williams Rogers.
Dolly is a writing consultant who conducts writing workshops for the State Em•
ployment Relations Board in Columbus,
Ohio, where Hedy Herrink Fix is a board
member. Hedy says the three SERB members are writing labor law history in Ohio
Peggy Kyle Anderton is busy taking
care of her mother. H usband Don is retired, and they continue to host UR alumni/ae cookouts at their home.
Reba Booker Fox is back in Cape
May, N.J., where Earl is chief med ical of·
ficer at the U.S. Coast Gua rd Training
Center. They enjoy local friends and the
yacht club.
Jean Price C ausby works at Christ
House, a hospital in Wash ington, D.C.,
for recuperating homeless people w ho are
too ill to be back on the street. Jean's first
grandson was born July 6 to son John and
wife Margie in Richmond
Barbara Lewis Talbott took her I!year-old granddaughter Lynn to Florida
Barbara and husband David kept one of
their dog's seven purebred English pointer puppies.
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John and Lowaita Rowland Hanscom
are enjoying their townhouse on the waterfront in Charleston, S.C. Their children, grandchildre n and two great-grandchildren all live out West.
Ann Chambliss Surber's son George
was married last August in Memphis,
where his wife works for UPS and he for
UNARCO. Ann and daughter Ellen, a veterinarian in Atlanta, went to Hawaii for
ten days. Ann and a friend took a fiveday mystery tour (each day's trip a surprise) to nine cities.
Harold and Ha rriet Lewis Goodman
now have six grandchildren, two in each
family, all located in Richmond. Harold is
partially retired and works three days a
week in radiology at the Medical College
of Va. Harriet is still golfing, gardening
and teaching preschool.
Rosemary Ives is working on a B.A.
in psychology. to be followed by a law degree. She retired from the Social Security
Administration (claims representative) in
1963 and has been taking care of her 95year-old mother.
Jean Bowers McCammon's husband
Sam retired as executive of Hanover Pres·
bytery in November 1985.
In spite of arthritis, Mary Jean Shelb y
Proctor keeps going every day at the
Springmoor Life Care Retirement Center
in Raleigh. Daughter Jane's husband
works for General Motors in Flint, Mich.,
but they bring their sons Kim and Michael
to see Mary Jean every Christmas. Son
Richard and his wife and 4-year-old son
Jonathan are in Secunda, South Africa,
where he is a civil engineer for a California company.
June Hargrove Cornwall says her two
6--ycar-old granddaugh ters have complet·
cd kindergarten at St. Catherine's School,
where June was headmistress. She has
since worked for Bank of Virginia. Both
daughters live in Richmond
Jim and Rose Kollukian Wallace vacationed in New England, visited son
Kevin and wife in Atlanta. and later son
Bruce and wife in San Francisco for their
first trip out west. In May the Wallaces
enjoyed a visit from George and Margue·
rite Shell Rit chie when they were in Flori·
da.
Bill and Jeanice Johnso n Roberts are
in their new home at Ford's Colony in
Williamsburg, built by son Bill, a local
con tractor. Daughter Mary Gene was married in Williamsburg in October
My sister Rosalie, W'39,andlareoff
to Britain for a month

'45
Betty Clement Adair
620Country Club Road
Culpeper, Va. 22701

Ruth Latimer con tinues to be involved in
the League of Women Voters. Golf, yard,
boating and a trip to California arc among
current activities.
Charlotte Thomas Partrick's youngest, Stephen, was married in July and
four of their five children and six grand-

children are nearby. Hall is retiring from
teaching but will continue with their new
mission congregation.
Wanda Walton Pace's children arc in
Maryland, Vi rginia and Hawaii. Warren is
"trim and slim" three-and-a-half years af·
tcrbypass surgery
Jane Bristow McDorman was the
only member of our class to attend '86
Alumnae Weekend. A series of family
losses and accidents have complicated her
life in recent months.
Lottie Blanton Applewhite retired
from her job at Presidio in April after 41
years of affiliation with the Army. Many
tributes plus unexpected honor: She was
named Associated Fellow in Society for
Technical Publication, an international
group
Lill ia n Belk Youell attended the 40th
class reunion of the first class she taught
in '46, as well as celebrating 40 years with
Mac.
Nancy Lazenby Stabl es and Linton
have had a year of milestones. Their first
grandchild, Katie, graduated from Texas
A&M and then married Kyle Marvin, May
31st
Ruth Maris Wicker retired from
teaching French and Spanish in June 1986
She had taught in Virginia, North Carolina and American Samoa. Tivis has retired
from the practice and teaching of law and
is an actor-singer-writer. Daughter Maris
is practicing law in Richmond, son Jay is
practicing carpentry and grandson Johnny
is6.
Jen Lea Gutheri e Yan cey and Scott
enjoyed a group cruise to Bermuda, tend·
ing garden and grandchildren
G lad ys Ka uffman Lowden Metz went
on a trip to Italy in 1983, where she met
Arthur Metz, a retired engineer, who had
moved from New Jersey to Florida . In October 1985 they were married and now
live summer months in Mt. Laurel, N. J.,
winter months in Palm Coast, Fla., and
remainder of time, they travel. Gladys re·
tired in November. Now she has lime to
pursue travel and new part-time career as
a travel agent
Mary Cam pb ell Paulson and Jack renewed old friendships in California in the
spring. Mary says, "Keep those checks
coming for special celebration of '45 after
45."
Eddy and I visited all four children in
the spring; thus we were in Florida, South
Carolina and California

'47
Susie Guard Woody
Route4 Box45
Bassett, Va. 24055

Our deepest sympathy to Margaret
Goode Vicars, who lost her husband, Joe,
on March 4, 1986.
Martha Edwards Allen has made several rush trips to Virginia lately due to
family illness and to help her parents celebrate their 62nd wedding anniversary in
June
Please write wi th news!

'49
Ida Eanes Patrick
4028MonitorDrive

Hampton, Va. 23669

'51
ElizabethLatimerKokiko
1251 Sun Ridge Drive

Pittsburgh, Pa. 15241

'53
Segar White Guy
5518Hillfal/Co1irt
Columlna,Md.21()45

'55
Joy Winstead
109N. Crenshaw Ave.
Riclm1011d, Va. 23221
We had so much news from our 30th reunion that one-third of it didn't make it
into the fall/winter '85 issue. The next issue of the magazine was devoted to UR
President E. Bruce Heilman.
So here is the rest of our class news
It will be a year old by the lime you read
this so if your life has changed, wtitc and
tell me about it.
Bobbie Reynolds Orrell is a reading
specialist in the West Point Elementary
School and president of the Middle Peninsula Club of the WCAA. Bobbie's last trip
to Eastern Shore was to attend the wedding of Polly Bundick Dize's older
daughter. Also at the wedding were Mary
Anne Logan Mongan and Virginia Murden.
Marty Glenn Taylor is director of development at St. Margaret's School in
Tappahannock, the gateway to the Northern Neck and 20 miles from the new residence of Alice McCarty Haggerty and her
husband, "Hag," at Lottsburg. Alice and
Hag are restoring an old waterfront home
They are learning to farm and tend the
vineyard. Their boat has arrived from
their former residence in Fort Lauderdale,
Fla

AnnShirleeGarrettMaxsonlivesin
Richmond and has two daughters Evie,
who has received her M.A. and is working in Roanoke; and Susan, a senior at
William and Mary. For the first time in 13
years, Shirlee is not teaching. Plans for
Shirlee and Max include a cruise to Italy
and Greece and a trip to Switzerland for
their 30th wedding anniversary.
Jody Weaver Wampler says daughter
Lynn, a graduate of The E. Claiborne Robins School of Business, has received her

M.B.A. from Emory U. in Atlanta and will
work for United Virginia Bank in Alexandria. Son Lee graduated from UR and is a
realtor in Richmond with Phillip H. Hickerson Inc. Jody is still musical director for
the Miss Richmond Pageant, a preliminary to Miss America, and plays occasionally in the Tea Room at Miller & Rhoads
Lee, who plays guitar and drums, and father Eddie sometimes join her to provide
three generations of entertainment for
special occasions. Jody and Zed, a dentist
at Lakeside Medical Center, are building a
home on 20 acres in Goochland and Jody
says it "may be ready for the next reunion."
Grace Phillips Wright, a fourth-grade
teacher in Chesterfield County, says all
three "children" have left home. Two live
in Richmond and one is writing and recording music in Nashville, Tenn. Recent
travels have included Paris, England and
Scotland.
Nancy Johnson White is pursuing a
business career as an office manager. She
and Clifford have three children: Doug,
who received an M.B.A. from Harvard
and is a management consultant for
McKinsey & Associates; Donna, who is
pursuing a new career in teaching at
VCU; and Jay, who "gave up boxing for a
college career." The White·s grandchild,
Robert D. White Jr., celebrated his first
birthday four days before our reunion.
Jackie Kilby Brooks' job with IBM
has taken her to conferences in Colorado
Springs and Tarpon Springs, Fla. Less
charming, she says, have been working
sessions in Atlanta, Indianapolis, Birmingham, Chicago and Iowa City. Leisure time
focuses on church activities: board of deacons, retreat center, church building fund
committee. Sheistryingtoabsorb furniture from her homeplace in Culpeper into
her Fairfax residence.
I arrived at the reunion just five
hoursafterretumingfromthreeweeksin
London, Paris, Rome, Madrid and Berlin
After three days back on the fashion beat
al the Richmond Times-Dispatch, 1 left for a
week of fall fashion shows in New York
Daughter Kathy Propert, a graduate of
MIT and Harvard, is a biostatistician at
the Harvard Schoo! of Public Health, and
son Bruce Propert, a graduate of Columbia U. in New York City, is living in Alexandria and learning to negotiate missile
contracts for the Naval Air Department.

'57
LoveyfaneUmgWa/ker
Route2 Bo.x 706
l.Jmcas/er, Va.22503

'59
Ma,yFrancesColeman
3050 S. Abingdon Street
Arlington, Va. 22206
Our sympathy goes to Peggy Dulin

Crews and Barbara Dulin Polis whose father passed away last March. They
brought their mother, who had spent time
intheirhomestateofflorida, back to Virginia for the summer months. Barbara visited in Richmond and saw Janice Dowdy
Briggs who had just returned from Paris
and London on a trip with her daughter's
French class. Barbara's son was married
last August. Peggy and Merrill celebrated
their 25th wedding anniversary in Bermuda, along with Tommy and Beverly Eu•
bank Evans, Bob and Ruthie Adkins Hill
and another couple, who also had 25th
anniversanes.
Marian Gates Breeden heard from
Mary Ann Williams Haske, who had traveled in Europe last summer, completed
course work to be a credentialed alcohol·
ism counselor and is interning in an outpatient alcoholism treatment agency.
Their son Paul graduated from U.Va. in
May, the fifth child to finish college, leaving only Jimmy, 18, at home. She also
heard from Mary Marlowe Price who
keeps busy at Va. Tech. and home; her
daughter Kim graduated with honors
from Lenoir-Rhyne with a double major in
Spanish and international business. Marian's daughter, Carlie, received her M.Ed.
from U.Va. in May and was married on
May 31. She is now Mrs. Wallace Dietz
and living in Richmond. Marian's sister
Ja ckie, W'64, and husband Fields will be
living nearby at Virginia Beach.
Margaret Rutherford Compton received nice notes from Carolyn Phillips
Glenn and Caroline Massey Shreve. Carolyn's son Walter graduated from Florida
State U. and is with Owens-Illinois in Roanoke; her daughter Cathy has transferred
to Flagler College for its program in education for the deaf. Caroline Shreve has
returned to full-time teaching; her daughter Amy was married in April and lives in
Hanover County
Jo Barker Campbell talked to Jackie
Connell Atkinson who said she and Charlie had celebrated their 25th anniversary
in Europe; their daughter Missy is completing an M.A. in biomedical engineering
at Chapel Hill; their son graduated from
Duke in electrical engineering and is entering the Navy. Betsy Minor McCommon has earned her M.A. in education
from Radford U. and is appearing in a
play with Va. Tech. Arts Festival. Jo's
youngest, Ben, graduated in May from
UR and her company has opened an office
in Fredericksburg.
I was happy to receive a letter from
Karen Diedrich Gardner who traveled out
West with husband Jim for a month, including visit with daughter Kari in Austin,
Texas, and an orthopedics convention in
New Orleans. Anne Norris Myers Johnson and husband Robert enjoy their practice of law. Their oldest, Deborah, graduated from Princeton in 1984 and works in
New York City; Anne-Marie graduated
from U.Va. this year; and the youngest,
Rob, completed his first year there.
Margaret Spencer Hernandez's hus·
band Jess is now commandant of the
Washington Naval District, and she is
working for a home health service in
Northern Virginia a~ their social worker
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I also heard from Cary Hancock Gilmer who wrote that son Greg was doing
well following a spinal operation in January; daughter Carylee married Doug Mey·
ers on December 28, the second Gilmer
wedding in 1985.
Your secretary and classmates get
much pleasure from your letters. Thank
you for writing!

'61
Daphne Shephard Mason
201 First Ave.
Farmville, Va. 23901

'63
Ann Hurd Wilson
7HJ4 Lakewood Drive
Richmond, Va. 23229

Anna Lee Dooley Bachtell and Don have
been living in Fullerton, Calif., for the
past eight years where he is the pastor of
the First Presbyterian Church and Anna
Lee teaches kindergarten. Their oldest
daughter, Eden, just finished her freshman year at the U. of California in Santa
Barbara and works at Disneyland in the
summer as one of the Seven Dwarfs.
Paula. who will be a high school senior
next year. is spending the summer in Columbia, South America, as an AFS exchange student. Nathan, a high school
sophomore, will spend six weeks this
summer with Anna Lee and Don at a re·
treat ranch in Wyoming.
Congratulations to Carolyn Anthony
Powers who received an M.A. in sports
management in May

'65
Jane Lasley Quinn
111 00 Northboroughl.ane
Richmond, Va. 23235

Janet Wooden Murlless and her family relocated in September 1985 to Tokyo,
Japan, and they plan to be there two
years. Husband Bill is investment manag·
er of the Pacific Basin for CIGNA Insur·
ance. She's taking a language course to
help solve the communication problem
Her sons, Craig, 16, and Brad, 14, are attending the American School of Japan.
Jo Ellen Ripley Moore wrote to share
that she and husband Michael have both
been called to serve in the Christian min·
istry.
Noel Swinter Priseler and family
have moved from Manassas to Hampton,
Va. They were able to get transfers with
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Allen (now a division of Singer Company). They are enjoying their new location
by the water. Daughter Jil! took sailing
lessons this summer
1 have completed four years of teach·
ing social studies to two classes of seventh
and eighth graders at the New Communi·
ty School in Richmond. Students attending our school are bright but dyslexic.
New Community provides a collegebound curriculum for those who desire to
pursue higher education while at the
same time addresses students' learning
problems. In 1980 I received my M.E.
from VCU with a concentration in library/
media. The remainder of my workday is
spent serving as the school librarian
Send news to me again by Christmas
for inclusion in the next edition of our
class notes.

'67
Knro/yn McKimmey Whiteley
6Wi/sonAve .
Leesburg, Va. 22075

Su.i:anne Walls Bell will be starting
her ninth year in the Chemistry Depart·
men! at U. of Wisconsin-Fox Valley Center (a two-year affiliate of the U.W. sys·
tern) in the fall . Her husband and two
sons are well. Please send class news!

'69
Marian Mann Fletcher
66()1MeadowburnDrive
Richmond, Va. 23234

'71
Cheryl Blankenship Jenkins
1731 Windingn'dge Driue
Richmond, Va. 23233
KnthyNea/White
3501LubbockDrive
Raleigh, N.C 27612

Our class held its 15th reunion May 30-31.
On Friday evening we had a party in the
Deanery and on Saturday evening we enjoyed a dinner at the Engineer's Club with
our spouses and dates
Davie Adams is a data processing SU·
pervisor for ADP (Automatic Data Proc·
essing) in Aurora, Colo. Davie is also a
part-time insurance agent working on her
M.B.A. at the U. of Phoenix.
Carol Barker-Hindley is a junior high
school art teacher in Hillsboro, Ore.,
where she lives with husband Craig and
daughters Kristin and Laura.
Lindsay Struthers Bell is a gynecologist in private practice in St. Petersburg,
Fla. Marilyn Bray is an elementary physical education specialist in Midlothian, Va

Mary Lee Bra.i:ell, Jim and daughters Barbara and Tracy live in Mathews, N.C.,
where Mary Lee teaches math.
Lynn Holland Brock and children
Breit and Holly live in Arlington, Va.,
where Lynn is in the real estate business.
Lynn has traveled to England, France, lta·
lyand California.
Gail Patterson Brookings is a parttime tour director for the Federal Reserve
Bank in Richmond. She lives in Richmond
with her husband and children, David
and Katie.
Jane Alph in Davis, husband and two
sons have moved into an old home which
they are remodeling in Buchanan, Va.
Jane is a preschool teacher. Marilu Dixon
is a clinical head nurse in the Pediatric
Unit at U.Va. Hospital. Anita Walbeck
Edmunds lives in Chesterfield, Va., and is
a credit/collection manager for Great
Coastal Express. Anita has two sons,
Christopher and Patrick.
Paula Hammett Gibbs and Tommy
live in Winchester, Va., with children Bry·
ant and Elizabeth. Paula is a part-time
business manager for four doctors.
Meg Gilman is an advanced placement biology teacher for Hanover County
Public Schools in Ashland, Va. Meg has
recently won several honors in the field of
science. A student of Meg's was one of
seven national winners in the Space Shuttle Project Competition, and the first national winner from Virginia. Meg received
the Virginia Academy of Science Outstanding Science Teacher Award in May,
and was selected the Lee-Davis High
School Teacher of the Year in June.
Marsha Carl Gulick, Jim and sons
John and David have recently moved to
Portland, Ore., where Jim has begun his
residency in anesthesiology. Lelia Baum
Hopper, Jim and sons Cory and Randy
live in Richmond. Lelia and Jim are both
practicing lawyers
Cheryl Blankenship Jenkins and
Howard !ive in Richmond with sons How·
ard, Scott and Peyton. Terry Catasus Jen•
nings and daughter Katherine live in Res·
ton, Va., where Terry is the owner of
MKM Designs, a drapery and decorating
business
Vickie Bowman Jones is a teacher of
math and Latin in Danville, Va., where
she lives with husband Bob and son Rob.
Vickie and Bob made their fourth trip to
Europe taking students during spring
break.
Joanne Leach Jones moved back to
Richmond last September from Fargo,
N.D., when her husband retired as dean
of humanities and social sciences at North
Dakota Stale U. Carol Waite Kinder is a
part-time school psychologist in Land
O'Lakes, Fla., where she lives with hus·
band Bill and children Christopher and
Laura.
Susan Stansbury Leslie and Randy
are the owners/innkeepers of the Pineap·
pie Hill Bed and Breakfast in New Hope,
Penn. The inn was featured in Country
Living Magazine in July 1985
Kay Brasure Loving is a guidance
counselor in Beaverdam, Va. Kay has two
children. Adele Affleck Medved, Mel and
children Beth and John Charles live in
Front Royal, Va., where Adele is a claims

representative for the Social Security Ad
ministration. Sara Bridges Metz, a certified English teacher living in Richmond, is
currently at home with Fletcher, Terence
and infant Hunter. Patrida Gatling Middlebrooks is in Dallas, Texas, with her family, including childrt.'n Charles and Lauren
Ashleigh. Beth Poston Nicholls and Roger
liw in Richmond. Rogt.'r is a physical therapist and Beth is an assistant attorney
general in the finance division of the Attorney General's Office.
Alice Graube Nuckols is a part-time
para-legal in her husband's law firm and
president of Cavalier Title Agency Inc. in
Fredericksburg, Va., where they live with
their children, Ben and Kate.
Yvonne Olson and husband Charles
Hall live in Annandale, Va. Yvonne is director of a retirement residence in Alexandria. Gena Shadwell Perry is a first-grade
teacher in Richmond, and mother of four
children- Brantly, Adam, Currie and Delaney. Martha Rothenberg Replane lives
in Ot>erfield, Ill., with husband Chuck and
children Shauna and Taylor. Beverly
Black Shelton lives in Virginia Beach, Va.,
with her husband and daughter Suzanne.
Jeanne Shorter Smith is controller for
Kings Dominion in Doswell, Va., and
lives in Manquin, Va.
Patricia Burton Temples lives in
Ruckerwille, Va., and is the home/school
coordinator for Albemarle County
Schools. Sally Hannanson Wallace and
Lee live in Midlothian, Va., with children
Cameron and Jason. She left May 31 for
Paris where she spent four weeks studying at the Alliance Francaise, preparing to
teach French in the fall
Naina Harper White and Rick live in
Bedford, Va., with children Zack, Callie
and Jake. Kathy Neal White, Bill and sons
Brien, Neal and Matt live in Raleigh, N.C.
Frances Fowler Whitener is co-owner
of the Indianapolis Children's Theatre
Workshop in lndianapo!is, Ind., teaching
creative drama, puppeting and beginning
acting, and directing plays for children
and adults. Linda Yeatts is a school psychologj.st for Virginia Beach Public
Schools. Linda has traveled to England,
Scotland and southern California.
Emily Zehmer is a senior cataloger,
special materials cataloging division, Library of Congress. She is editor of the Library of Congress Professional Association
Newsletter. Emily has traveled to Paris,
Athens, Turkey, Egypt, England and the
Kentucky Derby in Louisville

'73
Patty StringfellowGQrbee
1051 Rivermont Terrnce
Lynchburg, VQ. 24503
Meg Kemper, having completed her
Ph.D. in counseling psychology at Duke
in 1980, is in part-time private practice in
Greensboro, N.C. Meg and husband Michael, a lawyer in Chapel Hill, and daughter Susan, 1, live in Chapel Hill and
would enjoy seeing any classmates who
are in the area.

I saw Temple Adair Glenn, Barry,
Charlie and Adair briefly at Christmastime
in Culpeper. They have moved to a new
house in Greenwood, S.C., and Temple is
busy with her two youngsters.
Mitch, Greg, 7, Ben, 5, and I spent a
week in August at Disney World. I am a
part-time (half-day) reading specialist at
the elementary school where Greg is in
second grade and Ben is in kindergarten.
Let me hear from each of you so, as
class secretary, I can provide the class
with many interesting updates!

'75
Ellen Christian Cross
2310Chance/lor Road
Richmond, VQ. 23235
Elb.:abeth Mitchell Austin is no longer
teaching but staying home with her three
children, Jennifer Heather, Mt.'ghan Elizabeth and Keith Howard Jr.
Sharon Enscore Gromling and husband Tom have lived in Winchestt.'r, Va.,
since 1980. Sharon works for the City of
Winchester as personnel director. She was
recently elected as the 1986 Va. chapter
president of the international Personnel
Management Association. In addition, she
has also been tt.'aching dance aerobics for
five years. Tom has a dental practice in
nearby Stephens City, Va. They enjoy hiking and white-water canoeing in their
spare time
Sandy Clarke Hart and Chet, R'75,
havt.' moved to Terre Haute, Ind., where
Chet works as a controller with the Hospital Corp. of America. Sandy is now "'employed" by their 2-year-old son, Riggan.
Nancy Landshof Marciniak lives in
Sturbridge, Mass., with husband Frank
and stepdaughters Chris and Michele
Nancy opened a gift shop, Papers and
Presents, four years ago in Somers,
Conn., and keeps busy with home and
business.
Karen Tootelian Mountcastle and
husband Warren have two children, Jessica and Michael. Karen taught English and
French at Stonewal! Jackson Junior High
before her children were born and has
done some tutoring since. She and Warren are renovating their 300-year-old historical home in New Kent County where
George and Martha Washington had
breakfast the morning after they were
married.
Steve and I spent a week in Hawaii in
June, Steve attended a medical meeting
and I enjoyed the beach!
Please keep writing! We all enjoy
your news!
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'79
LeslieA.McLJlin
90Edgew.1terDrive,No.925
Coral Gables, Fla. 33133
Barbara Bucher Duval had taught art in
Chesterfield County for six years before
retiring in June 1985 to stay at home with
son James. She is doing free-lance artwork
on tht.' side, such as pen-and-ink house
portraits and calligraphy. Barbara enjoys
visiting with: Sheryl Wagstaff Mendez,
Ann Copeland Wren, B'79, and Barbara
Henke Grove, B'79, who also live in Richmond. Husband Jim, R'79. is an assistant
vice president in the International Division of United Virginia Bank.
After receiving her M.B.A. from William and Mary in May 1984, Sue Panzer
went to work as assistant general manager
for Telt.'Cable of Lexington, Inc

'81
Susan Clarke Nagy
36MorelandRoad
Paoli, Pa.19301
To celebrate our 5th-year reunion, we enjoyt.'d a cruise down the James River Friday night, May 30th. Thanks to Cindy
Clark and Grace Schneckenberger who
served as Class of 1981 reunion chairmen.
It was great to see Marilyn Adamson, Lucille Atkinson Wakefield, Sonya Harrow
Harrison, Beth Forward Burgess, Bernadette Doutney Harris, Laurie Hooper, Su•
san Hitchcock and Sherry Smith McCormack.
Laurie Hooper is still teaching in Baltimore. Beth Forward Burgess is a manager at the Laura Ashley shop in Shockhoe
Slip, Richmond. Sonya Harrow Harrison
and husband, Billy, R'82, moved to Charlotte, N.C., in August 1985. Sonya is
teaching math
Susan Hitchcock is living in Boston
and works for the city traffic department.
Cathy Collins Jenkins and new husband, Lee, live in Alexandria, Va. Cathy
and Lee were married in May 1986. Jody
Buffington, Laura McGuire Mockail and
Susan Walker were attendants. Cathy is
director of public information for United
Way of America in Alexandria. Lee is the
production manager/art director for a local
graphics company.
Donna Zarrilli Gola and husband
Mike have bought a townhouse in West
Chester, Pa. Donna is teaching at St
Aloyious Academy and Mike is in commercial real estate. Donna and Mike spent
most weekends at their house at the New
Jersey Shore.
I have learned that Beth Powell is
also in Alexandria, Va., since graduating
from the William and Mary law school
Please send news-a post card will
do.
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'83

'85

Sally Gonseth f-/a/1
2619 lnda/e Road
Glen Allen, Va. 23060
Laura Johns Baldwin and Alan, R'S),
were recently married in Cannon Memorial Chapel. In their wedding party were
many alumni: Mary Jarvis Long Futrell,
Kathye Sexton, Jackie Eastman, Winston
Baldwin, R'81 and Jeff Given, R'84. The
couple lives in Richmond where Laura
teaches elementary school, and Alan is
the manager of the Fitness and Wellness
Center for Richmond Community Hospi-

M.AliceDunn
1530 K Honey Grave Dr
Richmond, Va. 23229

tal.

Judy Brundred is marketing representative for Dunhi!l, a personnel firm
Leigh Donahue is a staff assistant for U.S.
Sen. Joseph Biden in Washington, D.C
She lives on Capitol Hill and loves her
busy lifestyle! Terry Fossum continues to
teach for Chesterfield County Public
Schools. Pam Finley works for the Bank
of Virginia in Richmond.
Mary Jarvis long Futrell and Scott
were married last August on the Eastern
Shore of Virginia. They currently live in
Chesterfield County where Mary teaches
second grade and Scott works at Virginia
Power
Lynn Owens Gerlach works as a parttime banker and full-time mother! Karen
Hellender continues to be at Tinker Air
Force Base in Oklahoma and has received
one promotion. She has done a lot of traveling-to Mt. Rushmore, Yellowstone,
Texas and Maui
Mary Catherine Jones is studying for
her M.A. in math education at the U. of
Maryland. Amy Kill graduated from Notre Dame Law School in June 1986 and is
moving to Chicago. Jane McClellan
moved to San Francisco, Calif. Carolyn
Paul works as a credit loan processor for
Central Fidelity Bank.
lori Baesch Pickett moved in June to
the house she and her husband built in
Chesapeake. Kathye Sexton has received
her M.Ed. and educational specialist degrees from James Madison U. She is now
a school psychologist in Utica, N.Y. Vera
Tarasidis is in her third year of dental
school in Richmond.
Colleen Tate entered The T.C. Williams School of Law this fall.
Amy Welch has been promoted to assistant personnt.'l manager for the downtown Thalhimers in Richmond
Kathy Wittschiebe works for the
Greater Atlanta Healthcare Coalition as
their membership coordinator. She is a liaison between Atlanta corporations and
major ht.'al!hcan.• providers, working in
marketing, media events and public relations.
Thanks to many of you for kC{?ping in
touch, and to the rest of you, please write
or call me so I can keep our friends updated!
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A letter from Erica Orloff gave news that
since September 1985, she has been working as a production editor for PrenticeHall Inc., a division of Simon and Schuster. About ten books have been published
this year with her interior design and production supervision. She has also sent a
few of her own stories to publishers, is
working on a novel, and, involved with a
writer's group, had the first public reading of one of her short stories
I received a letter from Cathy lauder
when she returned to Charleston after
nine months of living, working and traveling in Europe. She visited countries all
over Europe before settling down in a
London flat with Anne Barrett, B'85. She
continued travels to Switzerland and the
USSR while working for an interior design
company. Cathy spent the summer of
1986 on the administrative staff of Camp
Seafarer in North Carolina where she,
along with four others, was responsible
for the sailing program.
Grace Diliberto entered William and
Marv law school this fall. Barb Stewart is
studying psychology at Texas Tech U.
graduate school in Lubbock, Texas. Kim
Rogers Gordy and husband John, a commercial airline pilot, are living in Arlington, Texas.
Lynne Bohlman acts as the news editor in the office of communications at Hobart and William Smith Colleges in Geneva, N.Y. last November, Darlene Slater
assumed the position of research assistant
with the Virginia Baptist Historical Society
on the UR campus. In Charlottesville, Diana Freas, a lab specialist in biochemistry
for the Commonwealth of Va., participated in a research project which has results
published in Blood, June 1985.
Alison Tufts and Sarah Corey, B'85,
are living in West Hartford, Conn. Alison
is learning hotel management at the
Windsor Locks, Conn., Holiday Inn and
Sarah is an assistant actuarial analyst for
Traveler"s Insurance. Cathy Crampton is
branch coordinator for Dominion Eye
Bank in Alexandria, Va. Jill Janulis is a
commercial loan assistant for Cardinal
Savings and Loan in Richmond and is employed two nights a week as a teen counselor for Parents Anonymous, an organization dealing with abused children
Mary Andrews and Kathy Currey are
both teaching in Chesterfield County middle schools. Kathy is active in the Junior
League of Richmond. Also in Richmond,
Denise McDowell is in sales for Wallace
Computer Services. Courtney Stone began
working in the summer of 1985 in customer relations for Shaw Systems Software
Computer Co. Deanie Johnson is a public
relations assistant at Richmond Memorial
Hospital and Tracey Wamer is a personnel assistant at Petroleum Marketers.
Suzanne Krachun Davis and Tad,

8'84, are living in Richmond following
their April wedding. Participants in the
ceremony, which took plact.' in Cannon
Chapel, included bridesmaids, Debbie
Bright Gardner, Robyn Payne Harris, and
Mary Beth Donnely, B'85; ushers, Scott
Oliker, 8'84, and Craig Manchester, 8'85;
soloist, Terry Gray, W'86; and Sandy
Leonard and Archer L. Yeatts 111, R'64
and L'67. Debbie Gardner is a productivity analyst for First American Bank and
liws in Reston, Va. Robyn Harris has
been awarded a promotion and expansion
of duties to become director of communications and public relations. She is in the
newly created marketing resourct.'S division of United Way of Greater Richmond
Mary Beth Donnelly is an accountant with
CIGNA Insurance in Philadelphia, Pa.
Sandy Leonard is an energy analyst for
Potomac Electric Power Co. in tht.' Washington area.
lisa Fielding and Steve Kneeley,
R'85, were married in May and are living
in Troy, Mich. After their June wedding,
Linda Beck and Bill Shawcross, R'85,
moved into a home in Woodlake, a new
community in suburban Richmond. Carson Hurl and Mike Bellissimo, R'85, are
living in Franklin, Va., following their July
wedding. Melissa Gray married James
York, R'85, in May 1986 and she is now
membership director of the Loudoun
County Chamber of Commerce.
Tracey Gibson purchased a condominum in Manassas, Va .. where she is
employed as a research chemist for Chemetrics and teaches aerobics two nights a
wet.'k. Tracy, Jana long, 8'85, and leah
Winch, 8'85, were bridesmaids when
Sharon lee, 8'85, married Butch
Cheatham in June. Sharon, Patsy Jones,
8'85, and Sally Fossett, 8'85, arc working
for Peat Marwick and Mitchell; Sharon
and Patsy in Richmond, Sally in Washington, D.C. In July, Nancy Williams, 8'85,
entered the Sovran Bank management
trainee program in Richmond .
After working and living in Scotland
for six months, Angie Meadows returned
to Richmond to work as a unit counselor
director at Camp Hanover in the summer
of 1986.
Our det.'pest sympathy goes to Nancy
Errichetti in the loss of her father.
Please send news so that I can ket!p
everyont.' updated!

'86
Lola Franco
28 Elm Road

Briarcliff, N.Y. 10510
Class officers for the next five years are:
president, Eileen Felling; secretary, lo la
Franco; and fund chairman, Kathy lynch.
Please send news and updated addresses
to Lola or the Alumnae Office.

MARRIAGES
1941/Margaret Brittingham Curtice and
Lawrence Lovig Jr., April 12, 1986.

1945/Gladys Kauffmann and Arthur Metz,
October 1985.
1969/Peggy Ware and L. Byron Agee, Oct.
18, 1985.
1976/Marie Tiedemann and John Wayne
Shimko, May 17, 1986.
1980/Marguerite Brion and R. Df.'nnis Lee,
June 14, 1986.
1981/Charlotte Baker and James A. Beck,
June 14, 1986.
1983/Robin Bell and Hubert Blah, April
1985.
Jill Hillmar and Harry Goldman, July
20, 1986.
Laura Johns and Alan Baldwin, R"83,
July 12, 1986.
Mary Jarvis Long and Scott Futrell,
Aug. 10, 1985.
Catherine Thiesen and Mark Stanley
Zitz, May 17,1986
Kathy Towe and Larry Stocks, May
31, 1986
Amy Young and Scott P. Hartsock,
5<.'pt. 28, 1985
1984/Kelly Cobbs and William C. Littleton
Jr., R'84, June 14, 1986
Virginia Griffiths and Malcolm P
McConnell 111, R'84, Mav 24, 1986.
Sharon Hoyle and Mitch Moore,
R'83, June 21, 1986
Elizabeth Smith and Ben Conwell,
R'83, May 17, 1986.
Noreen Wise and Air Force Lt.
Cf.'orge Rogers Woltz Jr., June 7,
1986.
1985/Linda Beck and Bill Shawcross, R'85,
June 14, 1986
Lisa Fielding and Stephen J. Knecley,
R'85, May 24, 1986.

Melissa Cray and James York, R'85,
May 1986
Carson Hurt and Mike Bellissimo,
R'85, July 5, 1986.
Robyn Payne and Cabell 5. Harris,
April 12, 1985
Kim Rogers and John Cordy, Feb. 15,
1986.
Lisa Versprille and Chip Ashton,
B'84, March 22, 1986
1986/Joy Gibson and Jonathan C. Ander·
son, June 21, 1986.
Leslie Koury and Boyd K. Burton,
B'85, June 28, 1986
Kelly Wycall and Todd A. Phillips,
R'85, July 12, 1986.

BIRTHS
1975/Mr. and Mrs. Keith Howard Austin,
(Elizabeth Mitchell), a son. Keith
Howard Jr., April 1, 1986.
1978/Mr. and Mrs. John Jardine, (Amy
Harvey), a son, John Harvey Jr., April
7, 1986
1979/Mr. and Mrs. James P. Duval. R'79,
(Barbara Bucher), a son, James P. Jr.,
April 22, 1985
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Hall, B'SO, (Lynn
Korin k), a son, Matthew Ryan, April
14, 1986.
1982/Mr. and Mrs. William 5. Patterson
lll, B'S!, (Suzanne Seiler), a son,
Robert William, May 11. 1986
1983/Mr. and Mrs. Michael L. Gerlach,
(Lynn Owens), a son, John Michael,
Aug. 18, 1985.
Mr. and Mrs. William J. McLennan,
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(Barbara Giarraputo), a daughter,
Ashley Elizabeth, Oct. 15, 1985.

DEATH S
WCR/Christine Chenoweth Catlin, of
Richmond, April 17, 1986
Nannie Reynolds. of Richmond, May
25, 1986.
Carrie Reynolds Stone, of Richmond,
Aug. 23, 1985.
1915/Irene Stiff Phillips, of Tappahan·
nock, Va., a retired teacher and
school librarian, May 10, 1986.
1923/Camilla Wimbish Lacy, of South
Boston, Va., June 27, 1986. Mrs. Lacy
served as president of the Westhampton College Alumnae Association
from 1948·50 and was honored as a
Distinguished Alumna by the association in 1964. In 1972, UR awarded
Mrs. Lacy the honorary degree o(
Doctor of Humanitif.'s.
1927/Elizabeth M. McKnight, of Casa
Grande, Ariz., March 24. 1986.
193VFrances Kerr Barnett, of Gaithersburg, Md., May 24, 1986.
1933Nivian Harl Tillinghast, of Richmond, May 1986.
1935/Mary Harrington Meaker, of Barre,
Vt., June 5, 1986.
1936/Lyndele Pitt, of Richmond, a former
science teacher in the Richmond public schools, May 30, 1986.
1951/Edith Hutzler Hopf, of Rf.'dwood
City, Calif., May 17, 1985
1956/Shirley Evans Harl, of Arlington,
Va., a former teacher in Fairfax Coun·
ty elementary schools, July 27, 1986.
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